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MONDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1993

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

,['accuse Redux

·Law Dean Kristine Strachan, USO
Sued For Wrongful Termination
Former Assistant Dean Marilyn
Young Alleges Firing for
Whistle-Blowing
Misuse of Funds Alleged

United States Attorney Nominee Alan Bersin
Addresses Issues Before USD Law Students
Former Us'O-Professor, Los
Angeles Firm Civil
Litigator, and F.O.B.

Bv JAMISON A. Ross
Alan Bersin, former USD Adjunct
Faculty Member and Clinton nominee for
United States Attorney for the Southern
District of California, addressed law faculty and students on October 26. Sponsored by La Raza and the SBA, the discussion concerned Regional Law Enforcement
and Border Law Enforcement.
Bersin noted that US Attorney General Janet Reno considers immigration and
border questions her "number one prob. lem" for this district. Given tha.t San
Ysdro is the- busiest port of entry in the
world, and that 60% of the population
·living along the US-Mexico border is con-centrated along the California-Baja California border, it is clear that immigration
and border concerns are extremely important.
Bersin believes that criminal prosecution of all illegal and undocumented aliens
will not solve the problems of this district.
The Border Patrol arrested 565,481 undocumented aliens last year, each arrest
bringing ii felony charge. Bersin believes
that the sheer volume of undocumented
"economic immigrants" alone prohibits
criminal prosecution and that "it is irresponsible for people to suggest that it is an
option." Currently, Southern District
Judges have the largest criminal docket
per judge in the United States with over

1,400 indictments in 1992. Of these 1,400
indictments, only 300 were for undocumented aliens; however, these individuals
were involved with .s ome other offense,
such as high speed chases, smuggling of
other undocumented aliens and forging
immigration documents. Over 5,00Qcases
were processed as misdemeanors or plea
bargains to District Magistrates. Of 4,443
Magistrate's Court Depositions in 1991,
89% were for undocumented aliens.
Bersin's solution to this problem is
"to map out of a sphere of activity that is
responsible and does not get caught up in
rhetoric . about people who are sweeping
into this country and ruining our society."
He believes that we must confront straightforwardly·significant threats to our border
situation. First, Bersin would like to address "cross border crime" in conjunction
with Mexican authorities. To illustrate,
Bersin noted the assassination of the Roman Catholic Cardinal in Guadalajara by
hit men recruited by drug traffickers from
the streets of San Diego. Bersin also
pointed out the problem of Tijuana youth
gangs who cross the border to steal cars.
Bersin is convinced that we cannot deal
with the current caseload, much less open
up resources for other problems, unless we
engage in bi-national cooperation bCtween
US and Mexican authorities. He believes
that the orientation of this district should
be to the South. "We are locked into a
region with Tijuana and Baja
Please Turn to Page 4, Column 3

Bv LALEAQUE GRAD AND JAMES KuPERSTEIN
Marilyn Young, the former Assistant
Dean for Aaministration and Graduate Programs of the Law School, filed suit against
both the University and Dean Kristine
Strachan in the San Diego Superior Court
on October 18 for, among other things,
wrongful termination of Young's employment contract and fraud.
The $1.8 million lawsuit received considerable local attention when Young's complaint was covered in an article in the San
Diego Union-Tribune on October 19. The
newspaper headlined the story "USO sued
by official fired from law school: Ex-administrator says dean misused funds." The
story appeared at the top of the first page of
the San Diego section.
In an interview with MOTIONS, Dean
Strachan declined to comment and would
only state: "As you know, once a matter is
in litigation there is virtually nothing I can
say. I am much happier to be able to
explain that to you in person then just
having to say 'no cbmment. ' What I can
say is that you have the University's statement that it has issued and I fully concur.''
Jack Cannon, . director of the
Univt'.rsity's public relations, voiced the
University's official statement: "The law-suit involves a sensitive personnel matter.
The University of San Diego will have no ·
comment other than to say that we believe
when the facts are brought fol"Ward in this
case, the University's action will be vindicated." Strachan continued to say, "I can
say that I concur completely in that statement and the other thing I can say to you is

University Budget
Committee Debates
94-95 Appropriations

read the answer very carefully."
Strachan again emphasized the importance of the answer and also promised
that eventually she would discuss her position. "The answer will tell you our side of
the story. When this matter is resolved,
when the litigation is brought to a conclusion I will be able to tell you, in a freeranging interview, my side of the story, but
I can't right now. Obviously that is difficult for me, but I have to do what was
instructed by my lawyers."
Young is being represented by David
Strauss, a partner with the local law firm of
Monaghan and Strauss. Strauss recently
achieved widespread recognition for his
representation of former Sea World VicePresident Donald J. Hall in a wrongful
termination suit in which Hall received a
verdict in his favor for $800,000. The
University and Strachan are being represented by Edward Mcintyre and Alison
Pivonka of Gray, Cary, Ames & Frye.
Young's eighteen page complaint alleges numerous misappropriations of funds
by Strachan as well as the doctoring· of
statistics for the 1993 U.S. News & World
Report national law school ranking survey. Young characterizes herself as a
whistle-blower and claims that when she
attempted to bring-these alleged improprieties to the attention of the USD administration ~he was fired. Both the complaint
and the seven page answer are summarized in this article.
Faculty members and administration'
officials interviewed by MonoNs noted that
they were unaware of the pending litigaiion until the article appeared in the UnionY'ribune. However, administrators and faculty members were briefed on the issue
after the article appeared and told that the
University had been dealing with ~trauss
on the issue for several weeks.
Please Turn to Page 6, Column 1

In The News-Adjunct Professqr L~ Foster holds symposium on Abortion under the Clirtton
health care plan.

Bv PETER SALMON
(Article on Page 3)
The Budget Committee of the Univer***
sity of San Diego met on Tuesday, October Christopher Osakwe
~elivers lecture on
26 to discuss budget proposals for fisca aspects of commercial law in Russia.
1994- i 995 to the University Cabinet, the
(Artic le on Page 5)
President, and the Finance Committee of
***
the Board of Trustees.
Indian Gaming examined. A good bet
The Budget Committee is comprised by Geoff Morrison.
of faculty, administrators, staff and student
(Article on Page 9)
representatives of the University. Dean
***
Kristine Strachan attended-in her capacity Real tri~ experience related to us by
as an ac~de.mic dean. Professor Weckstein, third year Susan Kang.
a former USD Law School Dean, served as
(Article on Page 9)
the law Jaculty representative, and your
***
faithful reporter represented the law stu~ Our True Romance correspondent goes
dents by appointment of SBA President on a blind date.
(Article on Page 13)
Brad Fields.
'
·The committee reviews and discusses
***
amounts requested for financial aid, salary Fear and loathing in the hiterview
increases, and the budget requests submit- room. Look into it. '
(Article on l?age 13)
ted by the President, Church Relations,
***
University Relations, Financial Affairs,
Beavis & Butthead meet their match in.
oUI; opinionists.
(Articles on Pages 17 & 18)
Please Turn to Page 4, Column 3
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· dispfay terminals; birth defects In children LICHT, ROBERTA.', ed. Old Rights·and and the rights'of'his subjecbtwhibii ~volved. ·
Senior Reference librarian .
whose mothers used the drug Bendectin, New. Ad.dr~sses the question of whether or through constant conflictand b{lSJC? te.nsion
BRODY, EUGENE B. Biomedical Tech- cancer from Iow-iptensity magnetic fielqs, not the "new" rights such: as gay rights, underlying the entire history:~9f law ' and
nology and Human Rights.
and from airborne asbestos.
abortion rights, animal rights, and the right government.
POWELL, H. JEFFERSON, · The Moral
Presents a humane approach to the issue of GAETE, ROLANDO. Human Rights and to die are covered by the Constitution.
human rights, recognizing that they are the Limits of Critical Reason. Traces the Low; PATRICK.·Trading Free: the GA IT Tradition of American Cpnstitiltlonalism~;'
imbedded in an interpersonal web of privi- . discourse of judicial criticism as a series of and US trade policy. Examines the Gen- d theological interpretatiOn. · Sh9ws how
leges and obligations understandable in rhetorical operations, bringing to light the eral Agreement on Tariffs and Trade and the continued willingness 6f _the courts to
particular socio-economic and cultural con-· paradoxes, antinomies and "truth games" the future of the United States in the world resolve moral questions bx invokin.g "the
texts.
that permeate the field of human rights.
trading system.
Constitution" has thrown the' constituBROWN, ROGER H. Redeeming the Re- GAITA, RAIMOND. Good & . Evil; an LYDEN, FREMONT J. Native Americans tional tradition into an epis~emologieal cri~
public: federalists, taxation, and the ori- absolute conception. Develops a concep- and Public Policy. Discusses the histori- sis.
gins of the Constitution. Shows how local tion of good and evil as different in kind cal background, certain pathologies of In- REID, JOHN PHILLIP. · In· d Defiant
failures led to federalist resolve and ulti- from .all other values while emphasizing dian-whjte relations, questions oflegal sov- Stance; the conditions of law'i~Mass<ichu~
mately to a totally new scheme of federal its dependence on certain natural human ereignty and eeonomic development, and setts Bay, the Irish C()mpari.son, and the
government; and provides a sympathetic reactions, affections and attachments, and efforts to find new ways of successfully coming -of the American Revolution'. Exview of the Antifederalists, who emerge as while also emphasizing the connection be~ resolving current controversies.
amines various Massachusetts Bay_institu-·
champions of tax relief and opponents of a tween questions about the nature of good 'M AYNARD, DOUGLAS W. Inside Plea tions--the governorship, the . council, ·the
Constitution they expected would make and evil, and questions about ·the meaning Bargaining: the language of
grand jury, th~ traverse jury, the magisnegotiation. Systematically analyzes ac- trates--to show the corisequences of whig
government less responsive to popular dis- of our lives.
tress.
GIOVANNINI, ALBERTO, ed. Studies in · tual plea-bargaining sessfons concerning party control, in contrast to the situation in
- BREYER, STEPHEN. . Breaking the Vi- International Taxation.
52 eriminal_cases that were tape-recorded 18th-century Ireland.
cious Circle: toward effective
Examine s
internati o nal financ ia in a Califo~nia municipal court.
REID, JOHN PIDLLIP~ Constitutional Hisrisk regulation. Explores three difficulties )management, business . investment, and MONTROSE, JAMES LOUIS. Precedent tory of the-American
.
currently plaguing efforts to cope with international income shifting. G uides the in English ,Law and ·Other Essays. In- Revolution: the authority to tdx. Presents
health risks, random agenda selection, and development of new theoretical models in eludes studies of several -subjects consid- a complete, detailed discussion·of the taxainconsistency; and shows how well-meari- public finance and internatfonal econom- ered from every aspect, analytical, histori- tion question between Great Britain and
ing, experienced regulators can bring about ics, and informs on the policy debate about cal, sociological and philosophical, advo- the North American Colonies,·and exam.:
counterproductive results.
reforming the taxation of mQJtinational eating CO-Qperaiion between lawyers and ines the distinctions among the English, ,.._ .
DANTO, BRUCE L., ed. Jail House Blues: businesses in the U.S. and abroad.
other; social scientists as well as a proper the British, the British-American, and the
studies of suicidal
HAMILTON, VIRGI NIA VAN DER regard for the "insights" of the intellectu- various colonial constitutions. · ·
behavior in jail and prison. Shows that VEER. Hugo Black: the Alabama years. als and the artists.
SHEEHAN, J. BRIAN. The-Boston School
inmates are human beings, that suicide Deals in depth with Black's early life and MOSER,MiCHAELi. China Tax Guide, Integration Dispute: focialchangeand leretlects the fact that they have run out of · career, and offers an explanation of the 2d ed. Takes into accountthe 1991 changes gal maneu~ers. Doc'umenls ~na aIJalyzes' . ,,._.
hope as a human being, and that suicidal paradox between his connection with the in the tax regime applicable to foreign com- the intensity of feeling and the intricacy c:>f .
inmates cannot visualize a happy future or KKK and his brilliant career as a liberal panies, and offers a concise, introductory . the factors prese~t iri'"th(fintegration con- ·
hope ofrelief from the confinement of jail jurist.
guide to China's complex tax system as it troversy of the 1970s:" ., · ·
. · ··'
and prison.
HATAMIY A, LESLIE T. Righting a affects foreign businesses and individuals. SMITH,J. CLAY. Emahtipaiion; the makDENT, HELEN, ed. Children as Witnesses. Wrong: Japanese Americans and the pas- MUNNEKE,GARY. Careers in law. Pro" ing of the black lawyer, 1844: 1944. ·Preq ffers the latest arn;l
sage of the Civil Liberties Act of 1988. vides up-to-date information about the na- sents a one-hundred~year history of the ·
most u_seful developments in child witness ' Offers a CaSe study of the political, institu- ture of a practicing lawyer' s professional achievements lack lawyers .attained in .the .
research and practice.
tional, and external factors that led to the life, responsibilities, salary and career path; face of overwhelming'odds.
EHRMANN,HERBERTB. The Case That redress legislation's passage. Covers the and suggests how to deal with the chang- PALDING, RUTH, _ed. The ·Diary of ·
Would Not Die; Commonwealth vs. Sacco leadership of the House and Senate during ing nature of the practice of law--profes- Bulstrode Whitelocke, 1605- 1675.'
and Vanzetti. Ehrmann was one of the the lOOth Congress, the influence of Japa- sional education, re-education, and adjust- Whitelocke was a disti!1g~ishep:lawye'r and
lawyers in the case. Tells the full story of nese American members of Congress, th~ ing career paths.
· '~·. ...·. . "' · . ..
Member" of Parlia~~m. a ~e~n. ri;lu~icia,n '· .
the case: its origins in an unsuccessful hold- _provisions in the l~w, for ,Alt<uti;w IsJ~n~~,,., ))lARD~. JE~Y, ,ec( TrdJ.lt~O,n~ . In- · and scholar.. a .ban· Mveur, and ·a=t'irrtily'. ··''' ·
up a!~~jn~~JM
p(~oth ~eJ, 'ihe. six . ers mistreated during. World War n ,·and · terhatiotia.l Eihics. · Shows that ethics .of- man who had three wi~es andl7 chi.ldren. ·· ·
years~2t~~jl~cessftd appeals, the actual the lobbying efforts of the Japanese Ameri· fers many different languages for moral Provides descriptions:oflife at' school, uni: ·
debate rather than a set of unified doctrines. versity an& the Inn of Court, details of ·
sentegqffg"for'M Urder, the deliberations, can community.
and tn~)}istpetitiOri fo_f a stay of execu,tion. LEVY, LEONARD W. Blasphemy; ver- by using the organizing concept of a tradi- marriages and marriage settlements, bis
EIDE, 'ASBJORN. The Universal Decla- bal offense against the sacred,
tion.
·
property dealings, the politics 'of the pe~ ·
ration of Human Rights: a ,, ·..
from Moses to Salman Rushdie. Demon- }>ECZENIK, ALEKSANDER. Theory of . riod, as well as the economic and social
commentary. Offers the first commentary strates that throughout history, pros~u- Legal Science: proceedings of the Confer- developments, since Whitlocke knew nearlyever made in the English language on the tions for blasphemy have been tinged with ence on Legal theory and Philosophy of all of the famous and i$p.Q~arit characters
Dedaration, by human rights specialists political considerations, and traces the var- Science, Lund, Sweden, December 11-14, personally.
· · ·. ·. • ·
· .
from Che five Nordic countries.
. ied meanings of the offense in Western 1983.
The Supreme Court A i(/ Z; a ready refer- ' ,.
FOSTER,- KENNETH R., ed. Phantom law--from the ancient Hebrew crime ofcurs- PENNINGTON, KENNETH. The Prince ence encyclopedia. The ··
·
.·
Risk: scientific inference and the law. Sur- ing God by name to the modern crime of and the Law, .J200- I 600; sovereignty and three volume set provideS, in ari accessible.. .' ....
veys unproven scientific issues that have ridiculing God or professing atheistical rights in the Western legal tradition. Uses andeasy-to-readformat,ihsighr iiltOthe tdeits, ·,
Jed to public controversy and litigation, principles that insult the religious feelings the writings of many jurists to illustrate the · ' politi~k;and issues that ~la:te' to ~e Supreme .fo~ ·
such as miscarriage from the use of video of Christians.
·
power and tjghts--the power of the prince Court of the United States and itS history.
Bv FRANKLm A. WESTON
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Christbpher Scott Trunzo···
country, we have appealed to the vendors to · should render this change relatively pain- Robert Little
Director ofPuhlica1ions
Legal Research Center Associate Director
assist in our efforts to curb irre8ponsible less:
Editor
Some changes in the parameters of Lexis printing. Westlaw responded by installing
l . Print a document only if it is not Elizabeth Genet
. c;eoff ~orrison ·
· ·· · Features Editor
and Westlaw offlineprinting for student pass- an automatic daily limit; orders exceeding available in the LRC or Copley Library col- Managing Editor
words are being instituted. While the major- the limit are denied by the system. Lexis lections and if it cannot be obtained within a
Jaqaes Kupe15-~~ . '"'. ""''
ity of students who have mastered efficient has not developed any equivalent mooifi- reasonableperiodoftiniethrough interlibrary
Director
of' Adveriising
•· :· :l
' ·;__.,
use of these systems will hardly notice or be cation, and huge print orders continue to loan.
affected by these modifications, others may pour through the Lexis stand-alone printer,
2. Whenever possible, print only cite
Published since i97i'b'Y" ·
. :, ; • i
'
find that they will need to streamline some of compounding the aforementio11ed waste. lists and/or relevant sections or pages of
·THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
their print orders.
For example, print requests from the documents rather than entire documents: ·
SCHOOL OF LAW
Like most law schools in the nation, Martindale-Hubbell database for full-test
3. Downloaddocumentstodiskrather
Alcala Park, , /,, ,
USD has educational contracts with Westlaw descriptions of all the law firms in a given than printing them on paper.
San Diego, CA 92 1!, ~ '. '"
and Lexis that provide for virtually unlim- city with more than fifteen attorneys have
These guidelines will reduce the waste
ited search capabilities for all law students produced print-outs in the hundreds of that inevitably contribytes to increases in the Starr Editors: Eric Siegler, Tom Turner;' Kathy
who have completed basic One-L training pages; similarly, students continue to print costs of law school contracts with Westlaw Whitman
'' ' '··
requirements. While these contracts repre- hundreds of pages at a time of cases and and Lexis. In addition, they replicate allow- Starr Writers: John Arens, Ernest Deli, .John M .
se11t a significant portion of the LRC budget articles that are readily available ·in the able use of the print option in the profes- Callahan, Courtney Ann Coyle, Colletn·Curtin; Brad,·
.
. Fields, Elizabeth Friedland, L11,le,aq11i: ,.Grad,, Jackie ·' . ,
allocation, the expenditures are justified by LRC.
sional legal environment, where cost con- Hamilton, s.P. Jones, Susan H."Kang:' K'. '.Miclla'ei
Our attempts to negotiate with Lexis sciousn'eS's is·hlso a key concern (in most Kemper. Kelley Murphy, Analee' Nations', .;Bellnda':
the pedagogic benefits of encouraging stu.
.
.
Etezad Rachman, Cynthia· Rajsbaum, Jamiwn A.:Ross, .· ,·,
dents to fully explore the many features of for printing limits have failed to yield any instances, the cost of offline printing is · Pe!er Salmon, April Spitzer, Emil w,olii. '." · "··· ··:
theSe syStems, which they will be expected to · viable a:lte[Jlatives. Therefore, until Lexis roughly one dollar per page).
··
· , " ,,
''°'"···,
havemasceredbythetimetheybegint(,>work · is able to provide automatic cut-off; the
11tesechangesshouldinno waydimin- Publishedeighttimcseachyear. ".,,,.,.... ,i1>.,,""''' ;:' ·
in law finns.
remote printing optiOn will-be unavailable · ish your ability to perfonn ·legal ·resean:h Ad~lsors: Cairie Wilson anclMaimon·~.iili:iakl' ';'' ' '· ' · · ·
Our efforts to promote responsible print' to students. Students•will still be able to . competeiltly as itisdone in ttte"real world'' ;
·· . ·· ,.; u1 :;:i;~11=-"''" "" ~ ..,. , ·
habits have been largely unsuccessflil; 'in · send print jobs to attached printers}either As always, the Legal Research Cehtet librar- · ·:::;;:~ e':':.' !~~~uon ~~ •r1~!,b!1t~y -~", ,.,~
general,studentshave~linc;<ito8elf~moµi- , at home or in Lexis lab. , · · · . ". ' iansandstatf;Standreadyto~styquin~ ~
· ·· , ' ·'
'j.-i 'iHlir1'1
.·:c;_,,., ',,
wr. Along with law librarian8 across the
Adherence to a fe w siropte guidelines ·ing strategies to achieve )'OlD' resean:h pis.
·' University of &ft,.~~~>.:..~·,; ;,,,.
Bv RUTH LEvoR
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Symposium .on
Federal Abortion
Funding Held
BY LALEAQUE GRAD

AJumnus 'fodq Stevens Speaks About Pro
USD's Pm Bono
Domestic Violence Clinic Bono Activities and the AIDS Crisis
model for other programs throughout the
Offers Viaims Assistance On Thursday, October 28, Todd acountry.
Stevens discussed how the makeup
BY KELLEY MURPHY

BY COURTNEY ANN COYLE

Professor Lisa Foster discussed abortion
About fifteen.men and women are in the
funding in the national health care package waiting room, waiting to talk to you. Some
at a Women's Law Caucus noontime sympo- sit with supportive friends or relatives, while
others sit alone; some have brought their
sium on October 19.
Although the package recently proposed children, while others have been brought by
by President Bill Clinton includes abortion their parents. Half may be audibly upset, one
coverage, this package will not be law unless may have visible bruises, yet another may
Congress approves it. At the symposium, wear a mask of resignation at the prospect of
Foster anticipated the possible approaches starting anew. These people are your clients.
that Congress may;take on the issue of abor- Each has filled out front and back of an
tion funding and how the Supreme Court intake sheet, chronicling the patterns of physiwould respond to each approach.
cal, verbal, and emotional violence in their
Foster began the discussion hy outlining lives that they now seek to prevent. You read
the basic objectives and structure the Clinton the.first name off the sign-up sheet. It's 9:05
. health plan is expected to take. The Clinton Thursday morning. Welcome to your first
Administration seeks to mandate health in- day at the Domestic Violence Temporary
surance for all Americans. This objective Restraining Order Clinic (DVC-TRO).
will be attained by first, requiring employers
USD law stildents have been active in
to offer a basic benefits package, and second, this San Diego Volunteer Lawyer program
having the government offer a comparable located in the downtown Family Courthouse
basic benefits program to those who are ei- sincetheinceptionofUSD'sProBonoLegal
ther temporarily or permanently unemployed. Advocates program in Spring 1992. Along
There are two possible courses the abor- with Cal Western students and local attortion funding issue could take. First, Con-. neys, USD sends volunteers to staff the
gress may approve Clinton's basic benefits clinic's two daily shifts: 9:00 am to 12:00
package which currently includes abortion p.m. and 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. each weekcoverage. According to Foster, if Congress day. We provide assistance in filling out
accepts a basic -benefits package that covers the lengthy and confusing TRO forms so
abortion, there will be no grounds for a con- clients can obtain a "stay away" order again~t
stitutional challenge to the package. The their abusers. The tempor~ orders are
Supreme Court will not hold such a package enforceable for two weeks, at which time
to be unconstitutional because it has consis- there is a hearing where the plaintiff and
tently held that Congress has the power to defendant are both to be present, to deterdecide how to spend taxpayer money.
mine if the order will become "permanent,"
However, given Congress's recent ac- effective for 3 years.
tion regarding abortion funding, Foster preTo become a clinic volunteer as a law
dieted that it is possible that Congress may student, you must attend a half day training
reject a package that funds non-therapeutic seminar to learn how to fill out the forms.
abortions.
These forms, however, can be pretty confusSecond, Congress may take the approach ing, so the only real way to learn how to do
it took with the Hyde Amendment, which them properly is by helping a client at the
banned federal funding ofabortion for women clinic. But filling the forms out properly is
on Medicaid. ·Foster explained that the Su- only about one halfof what volunteers really do.
preme Court could respond to a constitu-.
The other half is divided between acting
tional challenge to a basic benefits package as an interviewer and counselor, and as a
that does not include funding for non-thera- support and information service. These four
peutic abortions in one of three ways:
areas of service are conspicuously absent
•First, the Court can follow the logic of from the required law school ·curriculum,
the decision in Harris v. McRae (1980) in and are also areas neglected in the training
which the court upheld the constitutionality to become a volunteer. The latter, howof Congress's Hyde Amendrnent restrictions ever, is changing as the USD program,
on Medicajd which limited funding only to under the leadership of Nina 90Jden, who
cases where the mother's life was endan- is working in conjunction with the Margered by the continued pregnancy. Although riage, Family, Children and Counseling
the Court recognized that abortion is a fun- (MFCC) candidates from the Graduate
damental right that tb~ gpvernment cann~l · .$chool of Education, who are facilitating
put obstacles in front of, the Court concluded group discussions with the volunteers.
that the government.had no duty to guaran- Here, the current USD DVC volunteers
tee the abortion or provide Ute funding for meet in small sections with the MFCC
abortion.
"
n
•
students, who, by listening to clinic experi• Second, th~. court may take the route ences, are able to teach counseling techthat the California Supreme Court took in niques as well as help the volunteers uriCommittee to Defend Reproductive Rights derstand their feelings and frustrations
v. Myers (1981). In this-case the court ruled about the clinic work.
that the failure to include abortion coverage
As volunteers at the DVC, we hear
inthestate'sMedi-Calhealthprogramforces about the difficult issues at work in our
a women to relinquish the right to abortion communities: drug and alcohol abuse,
by taking the package and therefore viohites sexual abuse, gang life, joblessness,
the constitutional rightto abortion. Although crosscultural tensions, not to mention all
Supreme c.ourt has not yet accepted this argu- of the variations of physical violence and
rnent, the c.ourt's changing composition may terror that your clients live with, some on a
allow this type of argwnent to be upheld.
daily basis. Besides helping others, the
•Third, the Court may apply the "un~ benefit of this experience for volunteers is
due burden" test it recently adopted in getting a handle on the ailments of our
Planned Parenthood of Southern Pennsyl- society, beyond the sterile and distant textvania v. Casey (1992). The Court held that book ca8es we read while sitting comfortany governmental restriction on abortion ably at home or in class.
which creates an undue burden to a women
A few volunteers have quit the DVC
. seeking an alxxtion before viability was uncon- because they felt it was too traumatic. I
stitutional. The court defined ''undue burden" prefer to look at the experience differently;
as a mtantial Obstacle but left open exactly besides the positive aspect of giving somewhat wooldoomtituteasubstantial obsta;Je.
thing back to one's community, I like to
Foster predicted that a women who previ- think of the clients coming into the clinic as
ously had health insurance which covered abor- the first step to development of self-esteem.
tion(which~commonasacostsavingmechaFilling out the forms is, in part, a pretext of
nism fer imurance companies) can challenge a . what we really can do, which is to act as a
bamc benefits ·jlacUge.which does not rover ; support mechanism, letting the Clients know
aboltioo ~ an undue burden on the abilitv
to
..J
Please Tum to Page 4, Column I

obtain an·~-, :;

Stevens spoke at the University of San Di- of client population is .c hanging from pr:eego School of Law about the AIDS crisis dorninantly homosexual men to include hetand how law students can volunteer their erosexuals, Latinos, women, children and
time to assist AIDS victims. This speech IV drug users.
was presented by the Pro Bono Legal AdStevens mentioned several ways that
vocates and funded by the James Irvine law students can become involved in asFoundation.
sisting AIDS victims. Several USD law
Stevens is an alumni of the University students currently participate at the AIDS
·of San Diego School of Law and was named Legal Clinic. Volunteers are needed for
the 1993 Pro Bono Attorney of the Year by home and hospital visits to AIDS victims
the San Diego Volunand can also volunteer at .
teer Lawyer Program
a new clinic which is
. (SDVLP). Stevens is
opening in the South Bay
an associate at
(bilingual students are especially needed for this
Keeney & Waite and
program). ·Stevens emvolunteers as a pro
bono attorney at the
phasized that volunteers
AIDS Legal Clinic,
gain experience in unusual areas of the law-sponsored by the
AIDS Foundation and
areas unlike those in
the Legal Aid Society
which you may practice.
of San Diego.
In addition, volunteering
is beneficial because the
The AIDS Legal
Clinic is open every
practice of law sometimes
Monday night to as- ,
gets routine, and pro boho
activities are a way to break
sist clients with legal
the routine and enjoy what
issues involving estate
planning, durable
you are doing.
powers of attorney,
Law students are encourconservatorships,
aged to become involved
bankruptcy, discrimiin the Pro Bono Legal AdToddStevenr
vocates' AIDS Program. .
nation and insurance.
The clinic receives no
Interested students should
federal funding, utilizes the services of over contact Nina Golden, the Pro Bono Legal
200 pro bono attorneys and serves approxi· Advocates' AIDS Program Coordinator, by
mately 2,000 clients per year. As such, it is leaving a note in her student mailbox.
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Book Review: Historic Supreme Court
Decisions Retold In New Collection
May it Please the Coun: The
Most Significant Oral
Arguments Made -Before the
Supreme Coun Since 1955.

Edited by Peter Irons and Stephanie
Guitton. The New Press. Book and
~ix 90-minute audio tapes. 1993.
BY STEPHANIE TRIPP

LRC Reference Librarian

When I was a One-L my criminal law
professor, George Nock, illuminated our
classroom with his bursts of brilliance while ·
his suits, unable to contain ,him, literally
burst at the seams. Professor Nock inhaled
criminal law through his pores, could cite
any' criminal case by volume and page, and
called the U.S. Supreme Court Justices the
Nine Black Beetles.
In the same spirit of love and irreverence another professor, Peter Irons, lets us
hear oral arguments before the U.S.Supreme
Court in a packet of audio tapes never before
available to the general public. Love--because. if. a thrill doesn't run up your spine
when you tune in, you have chosen the wrong
profession; and irreverence- because Irons
faces the wrath of Chief Justice William
Rehnquist for the commercial marketing of
audio recordings previously buried in the
National Archives.
Peter Irons, a civil liberties lawyer and
director of the Earl Warren Bill of Rights
Project at UC San Diego, and Stephanie
Guitton, a UC Berkeley graduate student,
have put together a fascinating book-andtape package of 23 of the most historic cases
since 1955.
These are the decisions that define our
legal landscape. They include Gideon v.
Wainwright (right to counsel), Roe v. Wade
(abortion rights), Regents v. Bakke (reverse
discrimination), Texas v. Johnson (flag burning), Gregg v. Georgia (capital punishment),
Bowers v. Hardwick (homosexual rights),
U.S. v. Nixon . (Watergate .tapes), and
DeShaney v. Winne~go County (child abuse). .

The book and tapes con9in an edited,
annotated transcript of each case and an
edited version ofthe court's decision. Iron's
helpful explanations Identify the setting, the
issues, and the speakers:··Although the tapes .
can stand on their own, liste11ing to "theiri.·. :
while following along in the book wm make ··
it easier to understand which justice is speak- . i
ing, especially in the fast give-and-take that
~..
often arises between justices and the lawyers.
For example, in Regents v. Bakke, the
i
California case testing admissions policies at
U~ Davis Medical School, Justice Lewis
.
1
Powell interrupts Reynold Colvin, counsel
for Allen Bakke:
Powell: [the basic facts] are perfectly clear.
{
We are here--at least I am here--primarily to
1
hear a constitutional argument. You have
1
devoted twenty minutes to laboring the facts,
l
if I may say so. ·I would like help, I really
would, on the constitutional issues.
, But Colvin jumps from the frying pan
into 'the rapid-fire of Justice Thurgood
Marshall's questioning: .
l
Marshall: So numbers arejust unimportant?
1
Co/Jin: The numbers are unimportant. It is
the principle of keeping a man out because of
his race that is important.
Marshall: · You're arguing about keeping
somebody out, and the other side is arguing
about getting somebody in.
Coivin: That's right.
Marshall: So it depends on which way you
~1
look at it; doesn't it?
Colvin: It depends on which way you look at
it. The problem ... (Marshall: It does?) ·The
l
problem ... (Marshall: It does?) If I .may
finish ... (Marshall: It does?) The problem,
~ problem is ...
Marshall: You're talking about your client's
rights; don't these underprivileged people
have some rights?
Colvin: They certainly have the rights to
compete ...
Marshall: To eat cake.
Narrato{"- Chief Justice Burger ended the
-.}
heated argument.
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Adjunct Professor Lisa Foster Brings
Real World Expertise to USD
BY LALEAQUE GRAD

Lisa Foster joined the USD Law faculty
as ari adjunct professor in the Fall semester
and is currently teaching Sex Discrimination.
and will teach Federal Jurisdiction during
'
the Spring semester.
Before coming to USD, Foster spent 10
years as a public interest litigator in Los
Angeles. Representing mainly plaintiffs, either as an individual or a class, Foster has
dealt with cases regarding a wide variety of
issues ranging from environmental law to
civil rights to employment discrimination.
Foster still continues to do some public interest cases while she is teaching at ~SD.
Foster graduated from Harvard Law
School in 1984 and did her undergraduate
work at Stanford. She also clerked at the
Federal District Court in Los Angeles for
Judge Pfaelver who was the first women or:
the federal bench in California.
Professor Foster is currently teaching
SexDiscrirnination, a survey course that looks
at gender discrimination across a range of
subjects including employment discrimination, family law, criminal law, sexual orientation and reproductive law.
Her approach to the class is to teach
students how to identify and understand the .
legal issues relating to the broader social
issues covered by the class so that students
can express their views on an issue from a
social perspective and understand whether
they have a strong legal argument to defend

Domestic Violence Clinic
(Continued from Page 3)

that they are not alone, that there is a system
they can use to make their lives better, and
that they have nothing to be ashamed of by
beginning this process. No matter how I felt
at the at the beginning the session, I almost
always feel better about the clients and about
myself after we get the paperwork completed.
,Realistically, however, the system has
its share of faults and abuses. Among them
is that there are no guarantees; just because
your client has a 'IRO against someone, does
not guarantee that she or he will be absolutely safe from the defendant. It is frustrating that we cannot guarantee our client's
I
safety once they leave the courthouse.
Second, there is no vertical tracking of
·..1
- ttie client. This means that if your client
later becomes too intimidated by the abuser
or by the 'system itself, she or he. may not
follow through with the 'IRO or the permanent restraining order process. If the clinic
could follow-up and track the clients through
the entire process, including attending to
those who want or need support, we would
better serve our clients and the system.
Third, is the somewhat related problem
of recidivism. A study needs to be done,
' .
'; perhaps by another check-off box on the
· intake form or by an interested law student,
to acquire empirical data on the number of
clients who return for1R0s against the same
abuser (because the client never finali:r.ed the
1RO) or for a 1RO against a new and differ-

May It Please The Court
(Continued From Page 3)

l
1

i.·

-~.

submitted.

May .it Please the Court infuses the
published decisions with the human vagar~
ies ofpersonality, intellect and skill brought
t ' to bear on the important constitutional quest
.
1
tions of our time. 1be tapes ·provide a
brand new tool for law students and lawJ yers in the preparation of their own oral
arguments, whether before a Moot Court
or in the professional arena.
The book is available at the Legal Research Center (KF 4748.M39 1993), while
the accompanying sound recordings are
available at the Media Centec (RC 798).
A quick reference guide to.the con~

l

Burger. 'Thank you, gentlemen; the case is

i

their point of view.
"A lot of times people _talk about policy
or their political beliefs or their moral beliefs
but not about the law, and since this is a law
school I think we have an obligation to teach
students to think about these issues from a
legal perspective," explained Foster.
Professor Foster is surprised that in a
class of almost 40 there were only four men.
"As a practical matter for law students who
are interested in corporate litigation or in
being in-house counsel, employment discrimination is a big part of the practice, and sex
discrimination is a huge part of employment
law these days. It makes sense to take this
course. I think an employer would look
favorably ·on a student who took Sex Discrimination and knew something about sexual
harassment," said Foster.
She explained that the course covers
issues of sex discrimination that effect both
men and women. ''The world is changing so
fast and our conception of sex roles and
appropriate sex roles are changing pretty
quickly. I think it is important toraise issues
of sex discrimination from both sides and to
let students think about whether what applies for a women would also apply for a
man."
Politics is professor's Foster's greatest
interest outside of the law. She hopes to be
able to teach to course in Politics and the
Law at USD in the future which deals with
the law relating to elections and elected officials.

ent abuser (perhaps indicating a pattern of
abusive relationships).
Fourth, there must be increased integration of counseling aspects into the DVC program. With such training, DVC volunteers
could recognize whether and what types of
· counseling the clients need. We could then
refer them to specific individuals at specific
organizations for continuing support.
Last, there is concern about abuses in
the system. Here, some women and. men
may use the 'IRO system as a tool simply to
anger the defendant. In some cases, we have
iio way to tell if a client is really telling the
trutti, · or is fabricating or exaggerating a
story to create a paper trail of abuse where
none may actually exist. This is the most
difficult of the problems to solve. My feeling
is, however, that our role at the clinic is to err
on the side ofcaution, fill out the forms to the
Qe8t of our ability, and leave fact finding and
credibility to the hearing judge.
Until all five of these aspects are more
fully addressed the success of the DVC will
be limited. Yet, in terms of my and others'
personal experience, the DVC is one of the
better programs that the Law School has to
offer. It teaches many practical skills: interviewing, counseling, and advising; exposes
you to the.working ofthe Family Court system; and gives law students the opportunity
to venture out into the greater San Diego
community Where you come into personal
contact with people and issues that are .too
often overlooked by the traditional legal curriculum.

Bersin

would curb environmental threats. To
illustrate
he noted the recent case
(Continued from Page 1)
where Alco Pacifico, Inc., a Los AnCalifornia ... the metrppolitan area of geles-based company engaged in the
Tijuana and San Diego is a source of po- transportation of toxic materials
tentially great' economic strength and cul- through San Diego County to Baja
tural diversity."
California for dumping was successfully 'prosBersin addressed the
ecuted for $2
long.:standing
million
to
Bersln addressed the long-standing nonotion, which
clean
up
the
tion, which he believes is "mostly based
he believes is
dump
site.
on ignorance," that all Mexican law
"mostly based
Bersin
said
enforcement officials are corrupt. He
on ignorance,"
that
this
is
the
pointed out that the political life of
that all Mexifirst
time
US
Mexico has changed and that the law
can law enand Mexican
enforcement people in Baja are pro·forcem~nt offiprosecutors
fessional and dynamic. Bersin's procials are corhave worked
posal is to work with these authorities in
rupt. He pointed
-together
to
two ways, particularly with regard to
out that the poprosecute
ofdrug interdiction: one manner is to work
1i ti cal life ·of
fending comout an agreement where individuals
Mexico
has
panies.
Bersin
charged with misdemeanor offenses
changed and
also
had
some
are turned back over to Mexican offithat the law ensuggestions
for
cials for prosecution in Mexico. The
forcement
USD
students.
SE?COnd proposal is to attempt a cross
people in Baja
"In keeping
designation with prosecutors in Baja
are professional
with
the notion
California, where Mexican prosecutors
and dynamic .
we
are inthat
would be "on staff and available" in
Bersin's proevitably
inthe US Attorney's office to assist in crimiposal is to work
volved
with
nal prosecution. Bersin looks to the
with these auNorth American Free Trade Agreement . Baja," he sugthorities in two
gests that we
to pr6vide the impetus for such bi-naways, particuvisit Tijuana
tional cooperation.
larly with reand Baja to
gard to drug insee museums,
terdiction: one
concerts and
maimer is to work out an agreement cultural events, rather than the tradiwhere individuals charged with mis- tional purposes of bar-hopping. Bersin
demeanor offenses are turned back over also suggested that as a law school, we ·
to Mexican officials for prosecution in should pursue some type of relationMexico. The second proposal ·is to ship with Mexican law students to see
attempt a cross designation with pros- : what they are studying and to learn
ecutors in Baja California, where their perspectives of bi-national coopMexican prosecutors would be "on staff eration.
and available" in the US Attorney: s
The exact date for Mr. Bers in' s
office to assist in criminal prosecu- confirmation as US Attorney is untion. Bersin looks to the North Ameri- clear. Bersin was nominated for the
can Free Trade Agreement to provide post by Senator Barbara Boxer at the
the impetus for such bi-national coop- recommendation of her selection comeration.
mittee, which was chaired by USD Vice
Bersin also noted another m~jor President and Provost Sister Sally
concern for this district is the envi- Furay. Bersin commented that he felt it
ronment. Again, Bersin suggested that appropriate that his first public address
increased bi - national cooperation since his nomination be.made at USD.

Budget

eral committee members advocated .a 4%
increase, arguing that salaries must stay
(Continued From Page 1)
competitive so that the University can conAcademic Affairs and Student Affairs. tinue to attract quality faculty and staff. A
The University divisions must itemize figure of3.5 percent was tentatively agreed
requests and designate them as man- upon for the purposes of revised budget
datory, urgent, or important. The Bud- calculations, although no salary increase
get Committee evaluates the propriety has been approved for fiscal 1994-1995.
of these designations and determines
If the requested amount is allocated to
whether such projects can be financed financial aid and a 3.5 percent salary infrom available funds.
·
crease is approved, approximately
Tuition income represents the pri- $700,000 would be left over to allocate to
mary source of .available funds. The urgent requests, which t~tal nearly
Finance ·Committee of the University $6,000,000. Consequently, budgetary
Board of Trustees approved a 5.5 per- battles lie ahead.
cent tuition rate increase for fiscal
These battles ·will be fought at the
1994- 1995 on October 1.
Conse- next University Budget Committee
quently, law school tuition for next meeting on Nove.m ber 9. On Thursyear's entering full-time day students day, November 18, an open budget
will be $17,340. Interestingly, the Fi- hearing will be held from 2:30:.4:00pm
nance Committee actually came one in the University C~nter's Room ·101.
vote short ofapproving a tuition freeze. · The preliminary budget determined by
tents of the tapes:
The Budget Committee faces the task the committe~ goes to the Finance
Part t: Intro & Credits; Baker v. Carr; of allocating this additional tuition rev- Committee of the Board of Trustees
enue. Approximately one-third of the · and. .the Academic Affairs Committee
U.S. v. Nixon; DeS'Lnuney v. ur
ninnebago.
Part 2: Abington v. Schempp; Edwards · funds will probably go ·to financial aid, on ·December 3. Additionally, Vice
v.. Aguillard; Wisconsin v. Yoder; Co~ v. since more .students become eligible-;as · President ofFinance and AdministraLouisiana.
··
· tuition increases. ..A somewhat largershare · tion-Fred Brooks has reacted positively
·Part 3: Tinker v. Des Moines; Commu- may go toward a salary· increase for to holding another bpen hearing for
nist Party v. Subversive Activities Control faculty and staff. Amounts left over students before December 3, although
Board; Texas v. Johnson; New York T~s v. go first toward mandatory projects, none has been scheduled·. · .
U.S.
,
then to those designated as urgent and
If ·you have questions or suggesPart 4: Gideon v. Wainwright; Terry v. important.
tions regardin;g the University Budget,
Ohio; Miranda v. ArilPna: Gregg v. GeorThe salary increase was the hottest please drop .a note ·in my ·mailbox--I
gia.
topic of diseussion at this meeting. Sev- appreciate all the inpun e~~- g~t

. Part S: Cooper v. Aaron; Heart ofAtlanta
Motel v. U.S.; Loving v. Virginia; Palmer v.
Thompson. '
Part 6: Regents v. BakU; San Antonio v.
Rodriguez; Roe v. Wade; Bowers v.

Han:lwidc.

Write lor Motions and,;.See
tbe ·W orld!
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Ipso and Facto: Laptop Law Kittens fot Adoption
BY ANALEE NATIONS
Ipso and Facto, like good little attorney wanna-he's, are very vocal about their
views and opinions. It was their squeaky
little cries that saved them from a slow,
painful death and got them into law school.
Don't speculate as to
which is worse!
A San Diego
woman called me, a
first year law student
and animal lover, when
she heard the ghostly
cries of kittens coming
up through the floorboards of her house. I
crawled beneath the
house and pulled out a
litter of tiny kittens,
only a week old and
near death from dehy.dr at ion. We soon
found out why: their
gorgeous Siamese
mother who had been
abandoned in the
neighborhood had been
killed by a car three
days earlier. These babies had been left under the house, their
cries fading as they
_loso
grew weaker.
I took them home
and learned new respect for single moms
going to law school. The kittens needed to
be bottle-fed every few hours, and I found
myself speeding home after class to heat
the formula and fill the bottles. The kitten

formula was expensive (don't tell the
Perkins Grant people where my money is
going!), but regular cow's milk is indigestible and gives kittens diaherrea that is
absolutely otherworldly.
Soon the kittens were fat and healthy,

Ipso and Facto are now clever,
healthy, precious little guys who are ready
to solo practice in new homes. They need
to be adopted (separately or together) by '
caring, responsible cat-lovers. I have used
my pet connections to get discounted shots
and neutering, which
will save the lucky
adopter about $75 in vet
services.
These guys are
extremely well socialized. Because they are
half-Siamese and were
bottle-fed, they are very
people oriented and loving. They will be handsome semi-longhaired
cats with green-blue
eyes. Veterinarians
have proven that male
kittens who are neutered
make excellent, devoted, long-lived pets.
If you'd like a
warm, friendly body to
come home to every
night (and you've struck
out at Bar Review),
please adopt Ipso or
Facto. They deserve a
safe and happy life.
& Facto. or is it Facto & /:pso. We're not Sure!?!
Call me at 2748132 (or drop a note and
careening about my living room like fuzzy number in my mailbox) to adopt Ipso or
pool alls. I named them "Ipso" and Facto, or to get infonnation about other
"Facto," given the interest they took in my pets who desperately need permanent
law studies. Perhaps it would have been homes. A small donation would be appremore accurate to name them both "Gilbert!" ciated!

First Year Students:
Begin Your Career
Search Now!

BY ANALEE NATIONS
First Year Students! Pry that highlighter
out of your hand _and jump on a computer;
it's time to update your resume! 1heNational
Association for Law Placement restricts first
year law students from pursuing summer
jobs and internships until November l. After that date, the wealth of infonnation compiled and updated by USD's Career Services
department is available to eager One-Ls.
Most first year students are too busy to
think beyond the next day's conquest of a
parking space (and how long you can sleep
in and still get one!). This is good: the first
year of law school, and particularly the
first semester, should be devoted to figuring everything out and getting good grades.
But some internships and summer job opportunities have deadlines as early as November 15, and, amazingly, first year students are eligible to apply!
For instance, the Federal Bureau .of
InvestigatiOn has posted job openings in its
Legal Counsel Division. This division of
the F.B.I. furnishes legal advice to F.B.I.
officials, and is seeking applications from
lLs and 2Ls. A summer job like this is
probably invaluable for getting into the
Bureau's Special Agent program later on.
The U.S. Department of Commerce's
Office of the General Counsel is another
Federal agency with openings for 1Ls and
2Ls. This office encourages international
trade, economic growth and technological
advancement. The possibilities for this
summer job are endless, but the deadline to
apply is December 31.
Here's an internship on the forefront of
concern in the minds of potential investors . "creative bookkeeping" you can pay close change: the U.S. Department of Health and
MCL Forum Brings
is whether it is safe to invest in Russia to zero. One of the advantages of Russian Human Services, Office of the General CounEnlightening and Eloquent
given the current political situation. He law is that it has a grandfather clause, if sel. 2Ls and outstanding 1Ls ardnvited'\O
indicated
that in general it is safe to invest the law changes the change doesn't affect help administer most of the federal ;:·.
Speaker to USO
in
Russia.
However, investors must be the transaction (if the law changes to you·r government's health and social welfare·pr<F :~· BY CYNTHIA RAJSBAUM
prepared
for
the possibility of sudden advantage you can redraft the contract). grams. A late fall applicationdeadlineapplie8, ·
The Master of Comparative Law Fochanges.
The
"forecast
was mostly sunny However, the grandfather clause doesn't
These are but a few of the many, many
rum sponsored a conference on "The asincredible job and internship opportunities
pects of doing business in Russia." The with a possibility of sudden severe stonns." apply to tax law.
Regarding the Russian business culRussian law allows the parties to stipu- · available through our Career Services deguest speaker was Dr. Christopher Osakwe.
Dr. Osakwe is a Suma Cum Laude gradu- ture, Dr. Osakwe suggested investors need late venue and choice of law. And,"like a partment. Many of the opportunities are in
ate of Moscow University (Lomonosov tobewillingtotakebusinessrisks. A dose marriage, it is crazy to go in without a Washington,D.C.,orotherwiseoutofstate.
School of Law). He also has an L.L.B. and of realism is important. Wanting to sell previous agreement." The new laws also Don't complain, because jobs and even
a Ph.D. in jurisprudence from the same -microwave popcorn in Russia, for example, · protect intellectual property, copyrights, and internships · in San Diego are stiH slim
institution, and a J.D. from the University may not be a good investment (waiting patents; however, they must be registered pickens.
Kate Vargas, Assistant Director of
of Illinois School of Law. ..He is fluent in until they have microwave ovens may in Moscow to receive such protection.
l
'
change
that}.
It
is
not
a
market
for
sprintDr.
Osakwe
mentions
some
possible
Career
Services, puts together a monthly
English, French and Russian; has a worknewsleUer
highlighting
job
and
internship
ers
and
companies
must
be
ready
for
the
traps
are
the
contract
formality
requireing knowledge of Spanish and Italian; and
ments. Contracts, for example, require opportunities for law students of all levels.
speaks old Latin and Greek. D~. Osakwe is long haul.
A possible problem for American in- two signatures and the law designates who Pick up a copy at the front desk of the
Managing Partner of the Eur~law Group,
.I
l
and Partner at Riddley and Brown. He is a vestors involves Federal law forbidding the can sign contracts. A letter of intent is not Career Services Office (across from The
professor of Law at Tulane University, and use of illegal means to obtain contracts. binding in Russia. On the other hand, an Writs), apd while yo~'re there, ask to see
has visiting fellowships at Oxford, Wash- The Russian system functions on bribes. offer is binding and cannot be withdrawn; . the /994 Summer Fe era/ Legal Emp/oyington Lee University, Notre Dame, and "Ifyou wantthemachinetomoveyou must so he cautions investors not to make one mentGuide. Ifyou'dliketoapplyforany
Penn State. He is also the author of numer- grease the wheels." However, Federal law without a lawyer looking at it. Another of the openings, fine-t,Une your resume and
ous law review articles ~pd books. On July . precludes working within the Russian sys- pitfall is that fhe law varies from place to bring it to Career Servict'.s. Don't worry
27, 1990, he was appointed as Special Con- tern of bribes. This may put American place and foreign investors need to.be aware about your lack of academic stariding--impressive .work or volunteer experience can
sultant 'on Law. Reform to the Supreme investors at a disadvantage especially of that.
About the current political situation, outweigh.grades. ·
Soviet' and RussiaJ f:ederation. This ap- against Japan where the business cultur~ is
similar
to
Russia's.
Dr.
Osakwe
concluded
that
it
does
have
Once
your
resuine
is
reviewed,
the expoig~~nt gives him:f.ull exposure to all
An
advantage
of
doing
business
in
one
advantage,
at
least
for
attorneys,
since
tremely
knowledgeable
people
at
Career '
draftS . of p~oposed Ja}\;'.S, and unhindered
Russia
is
that
it
is
a
country
rich
in
miner"it
provides
for
plenty
of
billable
·
hours
Services
will
sit
down
with
you
to
discuss
·
acc~ss
members' of,the supreme Soviet
als
and
oil.
One
oil
field
contains
more
oil
when
there
is
any
change
in
the
situation."
your
options,
identify
career
interests,
and
"Le~s)f\tur~." .
.. ,·
The conference was well attended. Dr. map out a plan of attack. They are versed in
·Dr.':.Osakwe spoiC~ on the questions than all of Mexico, United States and
Canada.
Another
advantage
is
the
abunOsakwe
was an enjoyable speaker whose every _nuance of job hunting, from cover
inv~sto;s ~~$'(f{e9~~ii!ly ask about investdance
of
skilled
labor
at
low
prices.
"In
sense
of
humor brought the conference to letters to non-traditional career paths. Want
ment in Russ;a•. ~{} s~aking about Russian
had
the pleasure of meeting Dr. to be a lobbyist? Director of a not-for-profit
Moscow
alone
there
are
more
computer
life.
I
law. he compar~c\ ,-i~. ,f9 ''a blend between
. country musiqmd,i ap yielding C-rap." Dr. scientists than in all of silicone value·. " As Osakwe at the reception that followed, and .agency? Labor representative? Explicit reOsakwe iiddresse<t.Tu~ -safety of investing examples of the affordability of Russian indeed it was a pleasure. He was person- sources for alternative careeiS in law are availin Russia, the, bu:sin~~~ culture, possible lab9r Dr. Osakwe mentioned that a well able, smiling, and easy to talk to. I con- ablealongsidethemainstreaminfonnation.
Through Career Services, you can even
probleri,ls, . the ,ad~!ln,tages, th~ taxes, the paid, top quality bilingual secretary makes gratulate the Master of Comparative Law
about
_
$3,
0
00
per
year,
and
a
cou~
runner
Forum
for
their
excellent
choice
of
speaker
arrange
to use placement offices at other
settlement.of any,qisputes that inight arise,
makes
$800
per
year.
.
and
for
sponsoring
a
wonderful
conferlaw
schools
around the country. Out of
and possible pitfalls, f9T the unwary. -Taxes
are
heavy
in
Russia,
but
with
ence.
state
students
who are going home for the
Dr. Osatcweindicated that a foremost
holidays can pop into a law school near
r.===~:;;::
·e;.:::;t12J;;;,=~
::;;
· _:;:;:::::::::::~;;;:
- ~;:;::
-, ~=
their hometown to tap into the local job
:wW1a·P•~--- EaloY the lliUnease Cntlllc&tlon ol Seelnc Your Jilfame In Print! Pen
· market. Stop into the Career Services office
>aa 1 .ul!t+· ......... ,P
.. 1t•d•c
I
People anti Places ... Vlllli Your
1 Kate - -··
lloor ol
to meet Susan Benson, Juhe Hoye,
B ada mrdtes ~oa, ~ . . Id~~-- Ut..43;43 OI' atop~ our olllce In the INtttom
the
Vargas' and.everyone else who works h""d to
./ ..:. . _:,- - ·- · .
·~ .
·
Balla Ualvuslt,. Ceatea-.
·
. get law students launched on an inteC:tlng,

Christopher Osakwe Delivers Lecture on Russian Commercial Law
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ing to Young, it had received $30,000.
Young alleges in May of 1993 Furay in- . injuries is barred by the ~xausive remedy
U.S. News & World Report
formed Young that USD no longer re- provisions of the California Workers'
Each year U.S. News & World Report quired her service. Young alleges that she Compensation Act, Young refused to miticonducts a survey and publishes a report appealed her .empfoyment termination to gate or avoid dama_ges, , y~:mng's award
in which they rank U.S. Law Schools. In President _Hughes who upheld Furay's de- should be reduced bec.~JJ~,of contributory
1992 Strachan reportedly elected not to cision.
negligence, the recove~. Qf punitive damrespond to the survey. Thereafter USD Causes of Action
ages is unconstitutional un,d_e r the. exceswas ranked in the lower half. It is alleged
Young has brought a total of eight sive fines clause of,the. Eighth Amendthat when Strachan received the next years causes of action, six against USD, one ment, the Due Proce.ss.clause of the Fifth
survey, in January of 1993, she called a against Strachan, and one against both amendment, and section ,one of the Fourmeeting with Young and others to discuss defendants. Against Strachan Young is teenth Amendment, ' in addition to the
how they could "lie without getting caught claiming Intentio.nal Interference with analogous provisi_o.ns .-Of the California
to U.S. News & World Report so the maga- Contract. Young claims Strachan inten- Constitution. In ~dgition other affirmazine would give USD a better rating." It is tionally engaged in non-privileged con- tive defenses the atJS;~e.i; asserts include
alleged by Young that Strachan misrepre- duct designed to interfere with Young's that the contract rt1l~!t;d cl!iims are barred
sented figures including undergraduate contract of employment with USD. by the Statute of Frl\u<ls and/or the Paro!
GPA of the students, average LSAT scores, Against both defendants Young is claim- Evidence rule, defencl<,mt's acts were priviemployers recruiting on-campus, average ing Conspiracy to Interfere with Contract. leged, Young's clajms are barred by the
salary of new graduates, and the number Young claims both conspired in such a statute of limit~tions ,a1:1d by the doctrine
of students accepted to fill the entering way as to interfere with her contract for of !aches and estoppel, and that USD's
conduct was private and did not involve
class. Bf?cause of these misrepresenta- employment with USD.
tions, according to Young, USD Law
Against USD Young is claiming .public policy.
School received an improved rating, ap- Breach of Contract of Continued Employpearing in the top half of the ranked ment, Breach of the Covenant of Good
.,
schools.
Fa.ith and Fair Dealing, Invasion of .Pri~
During 1993, USD School of Law em- vacy (evaluations not kept confidential),
ployees were again requested to confiden- Termination of Employment in Violation
tiaily evaluate Strachan. This time Young of Public Policy (retaliatory termination
alleges she gave Strachan a poor evalua- against public policy), Fraud (representa. tion in most areas including honesty and tion of material fact that evaluation~ were
fiscal responsibility.
confidential was false), and Negligent MisThe Terminatfon
.
Bv BilAO.Ft~p)~
representation (defendant's agents made
Young alleges that on April 8, 1993 representations that they had no reasonNow that th.~. H.~towe~n party has
she met ·with Sister Sally Furay who an- able grounds to believe were true).
passed us by, the S~A.,i~ now beginning to
grily showed Young an anonymous note
The complaint does not specify an program the traditiQnal SBA events for
which read to the effect that Young was amount of damages Young will ask for, the spring semester, includjng: a Bar Reshowing the Dean's expenses to people at but instead states damages "according to view Informational Session, working with
the Law School and the University and proof." The complaint doe~ state that BALSA and the other diversity organizathat Young's actions must be stopped be- Young will ask for general damages, spe- lions on the Dr. Martin Luther King Celcause she was hurting the University. cial damages, punitive damages, costs, and ebration, sponsoring a Voluntary Income
Young alleges that she was "castigated" interest.
Tax Assistance (VITA) Training Program,
by Furay for notifying others, and ·not The Answer
working with PAD on lhe St. Patrick's
Furay, of the problem. Young further
The answer alleges that Young is not Day Partyr the Law Revue Talent Show,
alleges that from that date on Strachan a victimized whistle-blower, but instead a our SBA Spring Elections and the Graduignored her and only spoke to her when "Richard Rich." The answer alleges that ation Party. If you have interest in assistabsolutely necessary to conduct University after a series of management disputes with ing with any of these events, or would like
business.
Strachan a disgruntled Young went be- to see the SBA sponsor other events, please
Young alleges that later in April, Furay hind Strachan's back and "ferreted out the let us know.
.
We have recently unveiled the Law
requested that Yourig ·contribute to an in- Dean's personal, confidential reimbursevestigation of Strachan's financial deal- ment information."
School First Amendment Board. It is loings by compiling a confidential report
Further, the answer alleges that Young cated to your immediate left as you enter
detaiiing the allegations against Strachan. did not take any suspicions she had to the the Writs from the parking lot. You may
Young alleges that she presented her re- proper authorities. She did not ask post items on the board for all to see. You
port to Furay on May 4. The report alleg- Strachan, she did not go to the Provost, must date the submission (so that it can be
edly included the following allegation: (I) she did not go to President Hughes. In- removed when all available space is gone)
The misrepresentations to U.S. News and stead, it is alleged, Young showed the and we ask, but don't require, that you
World Report, (2) Strachan's failure to reimbursement documentation to Law sign the submission. This is the space
reimburse USD for meals charged by her School faculty and "charged the Dean with where law students can express themselves
and her son at the on-campus dining fa- willful dishonesty."
... have fun!
.,
cilities, (3) Strachan's reimbursement reThe answer further alleges that the .
Also, now that the. bulk of our proquests for "gifts for staff' which no one in . University controller audited Strachan's gramming for the .S~JDester is behind us,
the office received, (4) Strachan's report- reimbursements and found nothing wrong, .we are beginning, committee work in a
ing of University-related entertainment but Young refused to accept those results ' 'iitiliiber of areas'. or·<'. . , , . •
expenses which did not actually occur, (5) calling the process a "whitewash."
DSAC--The Dean~sStudent Advisory
Strachan' s mistreatment of staff, (6)
The answer alleges that Young con- Council is col.Ilposed of. seven students who
Strachan's unilateral altering of a report vinced Strachan, when she began her.ten- meet monthly~'.lvith th~ -D~&O: to discuss
prepared and signed by Young, the effect ure as De(ln, to submit her reimbursement . issues that afe'{fupor,tan\}9 st.u~ents. Curof which was to misrepresent, favorably to requests to an employee that reported to rently, we are.working.on student tenure
Strachan, the Law School's performance Young, so that Young or that employee evaluations for Profes~ars: Allen Snyder
under its fiscal year 1991-1992 budget.
would talre care of processing the requests. and Laura Berend. Please drop a note to
At this time, Young alleges that Furay It is alleged that Strachan complied with DSAC members in the .SBA suggestion
informed Young that Young's annual ap- Young's request and that Strachan never box regarding any issues_that you want the
pointment letter would be held until the saw the reimbursement request packages DSAC to discuss with the Dean.
matter was resolved. Young alleges that Young sent to the controller, but that the
SPOUSO--Our strident committee that
Strachan's appointment was renewed, de- reimbursement checks were given directly. . works onprogrammingfor and issues conspite the pending investigation. Young to Strachan.
cerning those of us that have spouses is
The answer also alleges that Yofrng currentliY looking for input and will soon
alleges that on May 27, 1993, she met
with Furay who defended Strachan's fi- had a written, one-year employment con- be issuing a questionnaire to solicit stunancial affairs .by stating that "Strachan tract with the University: Because Young . ·dent input.
was sloppy but not intentionally dishonest allegedly mad,e public Strachan's personal
There are also students who sit on a
in her financial affairs." Young alleges financial information, and her charges of number of faculty and student committhat Furay defended Strachan on the other illegal conduct, and because of the lack of tees. If you have any questions or input
specific allegations in Young' s report. trust Young allegedly felt for Strachan, regarding issues such as the curriculum,
Young claims that Furay stated "that she and the history of Young's alleged man- the· LRC, or parking, please contact the
herself would have made the same misrep- agement disputes, the University decided SBA so that we can put you in contact
resentations to U.S. News and World Re- Young and Strachan could no longer work with the appropriate student representaport to put the school in the best possible together. The University, the answer states, tives.
light."
could not find any other position approLastly, we are now looking into
Young alleges that during this meet- priate for Young so her contract was not the possibility of somehow acquiring
ing Sister Furay "attacked" Young and renewed.
another refrigerator and another miThe answer asserts a general denial of crowave for the Writs. These ideas
accused Young of "hating" Strachan.
Young claims that Furay also informed all allegations and alleges 17 separate af- ,arose from student input. If you have
Young that she had read Young' s "confi- firmative defenses. These defenses in~ any suggestions regarding ho~ the
dential" financial report and showed elude insufficient facts to state a cause of SBA can ·better serve your interests,
Young's "confidential" .evaluation of action, the doctrine of unclean, hands, re- please contact the SBA office in the
Strachan to President Hughes. Finally, covery for emotional distress and personal Writs or at extension 4346.

Student Bar ·: ·
Association ·
President' s'.'Report
~'
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PILF Pub Crawl Resounding Sucess
Bv Pll..F STAfF
school social event that I ever atOn October 14, 1993, over one- tended."
Jennifer Gaghen, also known as
hundred-twenty•five USO Law students
attended the Pub Crawl for Public In- Jennifer O'Gaghen, added, "It was the
terest Law. The proceeds went to·ben- best pub crawl that I ever went on, and
efit the .Loan Repayment Assistance I have be.e n on my share of them."
The participant bars were all straProgram. Those who participated received a drink coupon for each of the tegically chosen so as to be within
participant bars in the Gaslamp Quar- walking distance of each other. In
ter (good for an alcoholic beverage or fact, all the bars are located on Fifth
soda), and a commemorative T-shirt.
Avenue in the Gaslamp Quarter. The
The student contribution to LRAP participant bars included Buffalo Joe's,
from the event was about $750. Dean Ole' Madrid, Pachanga, and Dick's
Strachan is matching that amount with Last Resort.
For those that .missed out, Buffalo
funds raised from the alumni, making
the total contribution $1500. When Joe's is San Diego's hottest Country/
the Loan Repayment Assistance Fund Rock bar. After gorging yourself with
becomes large enough, certain alumni one of their fantastic barbecue dishes,
who work in public interest law will step out on the dance floor for authenreceive subsidy payments to assist them · tic "line dancing.;' Don't worry if you
in repaying their student loans.
don't know how to "line dance." BufThe idea of a pub crawl to raise falo Joe's provides free lessons.
money for the Loan Repayment AssisThose who are partial to high-steptance Program (LRAP) sprang from ... ping, might want to check out Ole'
well ... laziness. "As organizer of 'Bar Madrid. Night clubs in Spain can't
Review' (tl:te Thursday night cocktail . touch this San Diego hot .spot. They
mixer), and chairman of LRAP, it was spin "house music" and funk seven
only natural to combine the two when nights a week. Don't go home for the
the LRAP was pressed for funds," holidays without trying their Tapas.
Bruce Rosen attested. "'Bar Review'
If you want to try something "hot,"
is so well attended, I figured I could try "salsa dancing" at Pachanga. Latin
kill two birds with one stone. I de- America gave birth to this pastime,
cided that it would be a first class and it is taking downtown San Diego
event, but affordable for all," ·Rosen by storm. Pachanga has free dance
added.
lessons for those willing to learn. This
A good time was had by appar- is a great place to take a date.
ently all who attended the event.
Live music and great beer is Dick's
Breffni Kehoe, a "Bar Review" vet- Last Resort's recipe for fun. There is
eran, stated, "The bars were outstand- never a dull moment in this bar. Oring, the women were hot, and... the der a plate of appetizers sometime for
women were hot. It was heaven."
a real treat. Dick's Last Resort has an
But he was not the only one who incredible chef.
found the evening enjoyable. Susan
Don't worry if you missed this year's
Kang commented, "It was the best law Pub Crawl; there is always next year's.

Public Interest Law Foundation Holds
Monte Carlo Night .
BvPILF
variety of individuals commonly neGambling, drinking, bidding on glected by the legal system, including
prizes, and helping the community are the elderly, the mentally ill, the homenot things you can often do at one less, victims of domestic violence and
time, but on November 6, USD Law immigrants. They may also assist in
students were able to do all four. The promoting such interests as the enviPublic Interest Law Foundation (PILF) ronment, civil liberties, and consumer
hosted its third annual Monte .Carlo protection.
Auction Raffle Night. The Ramada
PILF is associated with the NaInn on Hotel Circle hosted blackjack, tional Association of Public Interest
rbu.l ette, and the chance to bid on many 1Law. Last year, student organizations
fabulous prizes with winnings.
such as PILF raised over $1.5 million
The PILF is a non-profit, law stu- and funded over 600 grants. This year
dent organization dedicated to provid- PILF hopes to raise enough money to
ing legal assistance in . under-repre- distribute a record number of grants.
sented areas. Its most direct link to
The number of grants PILF is able to
the community is the sponsorship of provide depends on the success of annual
USD law students working throughout fund-raising efforts. The proceeds from
the country in public interest summer the Monte Carlo Auction Raffle will go
programs. These students may help a .directly to student grants.

l THE Crossword
ACROSS
1' Sits in for
· another
5·Recorded
10 Bar drinks
14.Snare
15 Egg-shaped
16 ... 1 - man with
seven ..."
17 Money
exchange
premium
18 Class of objects
19 Eng. river
20 Goes to bed
22 Predetermine
24 Building site
25 Eagle's nest
26 Trousers
30..Runaway ·
34 Come to earth
35 Otherwise
37 Mistake
3El"Newspaper
' \ items
39 Invented
41Eggs
42 Kind Of bath
44 Flirtatious qirl

LegalResearch CenterHours
Through January 1994
Closed:

Thanksgiving Day, November 25, 1993

Extended Hours For Final Exams:

November 26, 1993 - December 19,
1993

8:00 A.M. - Midnight

Ciosed:

Christmas Holiday, December 23,
1993 - December 26, 1993 ..

_Open:

December 27, 1993 - December 29,
1993

8:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.

Closed: .

D.e cember 30, 1993-January 2, .1994

_Open:

January 3, 1994 January 9, 1994

8:00 A.M. - 10:00 P.M.

Regular Hours Resume:
January 10, 1994

45 Last word
46 Gives medical
aid
48 Certain passes
50 Relates
52 Food scrap
53 Flat land
56 Lauds
60 Business
emblem
61 John or
Sebastian
63 Shoe bottom
64 Baking chamber
65 Bring out
66 Story
67 Marries
68 Stitched
69 Hurried
DOWN
1 Headliner
2 Strong desire
3 Fisherman's
need
4 Ruined
5.ln unison
' ·5 Sts.
..

© 1993 Tribune Media Services. Inc.
All Rights Reserved

7 Kitchen vessel
8 M1,1sical
·composition
9 Gobi, for one
10 Inexperienced
person
11 Jeans maker
12 Short jacket
13 Mentally well
21 Legendary bird
23 Fathered
25 Attacks
26 Explosion
27 Tracking device
28 Follow after
29 Kind of school:
abbr.
31 Scent
32 Original
33 Across: pref.
36 Volcanic
mountain
39 Prov(de party
food
40' Taken by force
43. Coµntries .
45 Portrait painters·

ANSWERS

47 Cuts
49Age
51 Depart
53 Implement for
' farmers
54 Wander ··

55 Ancient
56 Jab
57 Cleanser
58 Magazine title
59 Plant starter .
62 F;mcy khot .
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LEMING'
Fundamentals of Law
First Year Review and Advanced Seminars
·BecPrepared and Pass Your Final ·Examinations

What FYR!Advanced Seminars Will Do For You ...
• Review specific areas of Law through Outlines designed for each
area covered. This material is not available in published form.
• Provide Exam Approach and Ch~cl<list for each area covered.
I' Provide Exam Analysis and Issue Spotting for each area covered.
• Develop Outline 0rganization techniques for each area covered.
• Structure Adversary Arguments within the IRAC format.
• Provide Writing Technique for each area covered.
• Outline and Analyze two final exam hypotheticals for each area
covered.

• Most of all, train you to Write Superior Answers.
• In addition, each student will have the opportunity to Write one
Exam Hypothetical in each subject area. The completed exam
may be.sent to Fleming's Fundamentals of Law, 21661 Criptana;
Mission Viejo, CA 92692, along with a blank cassette tape and
enclosed self~addressed envelope (required for its return). The
exam will be critiqued extensively through audio cassette and
returned to the stu'd ent.

SCHEDULE OF CLASSES

San Diego
Friday. November 19. 1993

Saturday. Nov. 20. 1993
I :00 pm to 5:00 pm

6:30 pm to I 0 : 30 pm

CIVIL PROCEDURE

• Provide Excellent Rev_iew for Multistate Examinations.

REAL

I

CoNTRACTS

(Concurrent Interests, Future
Interests. Adverse Possession.
Class Clfts, Easements.

(Jurisdiction. Venue . Choice of Law.
Pleadings. Jolnder . Surnmary
fuc::lgrnent}

LAW

1-U.C.C

Defenses)

Breach , Remedies)

9:00 am to I :00 pm

I

TORTS

(lntenttOnal Torts. Defenses.
Negllg'e nce-Causatlon Emphasis.

Third Party Beneficiaries.

+- Tuesday. November 23.

+- Tuesday.

1993
. .•

November 23. 1993
6 :00 pm to I 0 : 00 pm
· •

CONSTITUTIONAL . LAw- 1
,..

Sunday. November 21. 1993
2:30 pm to 6:30 pm

(Foi-matton. Defenses.

Landlord-Tenant)

Mo n day. November 22 . 1993
. -.
.
1>:30 pm to 10; 30 pm

C~IMINAL

Sunday. November21. 1993
9:00 am to I :00 pm

I

PROPERTY

REMEDIES

...

(JustiCtablllty. Copnnerce ClauS.e ."-:·
Federal/State ConfUc'5.
·
Separation of Power's.
Due Process. Eq~al Protection)

.

I .

..

(Tort Rernedles: DaJ:na&es •. . ., __

Restltutlo'n.
lnlunctlon .Ernphasls)

'

· ··

Fri day t hrough MondaYllve courses will be held at California Western School of Law, j 5o Cedar Avenue . San D i ego - Auditori um
+-Tues day live cou rses will be held-at The Ramada Old Town, 243 5 Jefferson Stree"t:. San D i ego , The Aztec Room

Pre-Registration Guarantees Space & Outlin~ •
,__

..

-·

Orange County

Registration at Door

Monday. Nov. 29. ·1-993
6 : 30 pm to I 0 : 30 pm

CONSTITUTIONAL

LAW I

I

CONTRACTS 11-U.C.C.

(Relevancy. Opinion.
Character. Impeachment.
Best Evidence . Types. of Evidence,
Burdens/Presun'lptlons,
Judlclal Notice)

Sunday. Dec.5. 1993
I :00 pm to 5 :00 pm.

1-U.C.C.

(Formation, Defen•ea,
Third Party Beneficiaries,
Brea ch, Rensedles)\ .
\

Tuesday, Dec.7. 1993
6:30 pm to I

0 : 3~

pm

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

REAL PROPERTY

Sunday.Dec. 5 . 1993
6:30 pm to I 0 : 30 prn

EVIDENCE

Video: Room 215

Np

PROFESSIONAL
RESPONSIBILITY REVIEW .

I

Course A ...dfa61e Olf c...ette T•pe

(Tort Remedl-= D•mdaes.

wllli Corrnporrdlnfl Outllne:

lnlun~=t;;:.0:tiasls)

$64.~5

Pre-Registration Guarantees Sp~ce & Outline:

$50 00

(l1td1Ufe. . . re.

t4x)

.·.

All."""cour.;es will be field at Pacilic Cftrislia• Callege,

2500 E. Nutwood' AW. (at Commonwealth), Fullerton
fh>m Cal Stale U•iversitg Fullerlo•I Room 205

(acms.

All"""'"'""""

will be fteld at Pacific Cftrislia• Callege,
2500 E. Nui..ood Ave. (at Tila•), Fullerlo• '"'"""from
Cal Slate U11Mrsil!,I Fullerfo11) Room 215

per Seminar •

$45 00 Group

Registration at the Door (if Space Avalla61e): $55 00 • The Registration Price for Each Video Seminar Is:
1 ( j Group Rate available to groups of.5 whq register together at least one week before the desired seminar.)
1

Rate*

$2500 (Half Price)

All Bar Courses are Available on Cassette Tape wltla Corresponding Outline. Call for Information. Price $59.26 per Set

No· TAPE RECORDING PERMITTED • No EXCEPTIONS MADE
Endorsed hfl Williston Senate Delta Tlieta Plii

For the past twelve years, Professor-Flemingllas<le'voted:his'legal career towards the deve·
lopment of legal preparatory seminars designed s0lely to aid law Students and Bar Candidates in
exam writing techniques and substantive law.
Mr. f1eming's experience includes the Lecturing of Pre-Law School Prep Seminars and First,
Semnd and Third Year law School Final Reviews. He is the Organizer and Lecturer of the Baby Bar
Review Seminar and the Founder and lecturel: of the Legal Examination Writing Workshop. Bolh are
seminars involving intensive exam writing techniques designed to train the law student to write the
superior answer. He is the R>under and Lecturer of LOnfShort Tenn Bar Review. In addition,
Professor Fleming is the Publisher of the Pedonnance f.xamination Writing Manual, the Author of
the fll'St Year Fssay f.xamination Writing Woitboolc, the Seoond Year Essay Examination Writing Boole,
and the lhird Year Essay Examination Writing Book. These are available in Legal Bookstores
throuahout the United States.
Mr. F1eming has taught ac; an ASsistant Professor of the adjunct faculty at Western State.Uni\'ersity
in Fullerton and is airrently a Professor at the UniYersity of West Los Angeles School of Law where he
has tauFt for the past ten years. He maintains a private practice in Orange County, California.

CLASS

Video: Room 21 5

Wednesday. Dec. s. 1993
6:30 pm to I 0:30 pm

Course Lectureb PROFESSOR fEFF A. FLEMING
Attorney at Law • Legal Education Consultant

'·

Monday. Dec.6. 1993

II

(Cl•- Action•. Dl.scovery. Surnma.-y
ludarnent. Attack. on the Verdict.
Appeal, Collateral Estoppel,
Re. Judlcata'
.

(Intentional Torts. Defenses.
Negllaence-cau-tlon
Emphasis. Defenses)

II

(Hearsay. Privileges)

Sunday.Dec. 5. 1993
I :00 pm to 5:00 pm

CIVIL PROCEDURE

I

REMEDIES

5:30 pm to 9:30 pm

I

(Concurrent Interests. Future
Interests. Adverse Possession ,
Class Gifts. Landlord/Tenant)

Video: Room 215

II

Saturday. Dec. 4 . 1993 ·

Saturday. Dec. 4 . 1993
5:30 pnt to 9 : 30 pnt

II

(Sale of Land , Record i ng Act.
EasernenU, ProflU & Ucenae•.
covenants. Equitable Seirvltudes,
Eminent Dontalnt

TORTS

TORTS

(Neallgence Defenses. Strict Uablllty.
Vlcarlou• Uablllty. Products U a blllty.
Nul-nce. Ml• .-epiresentatlon.
Bu9 lneaa Torts. Def•rnatlon. lnva•lon
of Privacy)

(Jurisdiction . Venue,
Choice of Law, Pleadings,
Jolnder, Class Act:lons)

Friday. Dec. 3 , • 1993
6:30 pm to 10: 30 pm

REAL PROPERTY

Thursday. Dec. 2. 1993
6 : 30 pm to I 0:30 pm

I

CIVIL PROCEDURE

(Assignments/Delegations ,
Third P a rty Beneficiaries.
Conditions, Breach. Remedies)

'

s55.00

Wednesday. Dec. I . 1993
6:30 pm to I 0:30 pm

1993
6:30 pm to I 0 : 30 prn

Friday.Dec.3. 1993
6 : 30 pm to I 0 : 30 pm

.E VIDENCE

<tfspaceavatlahle>:

Tuesday.~ov. 30 .

(Justlclablllty. Commerce Clause ,
!federal/State Conflicts,
Separati on of Powers,
Due P r ocess. Equal Protection)

CONTRACTS

$5000 per Serninar • $45 00 Group Rate*

( • Group Rate available to groups of 5 who register together at least one week before the desired seminar. )

/

(Includes Sales Tax)

r---~-----------------------------,
(P/easeTgpeorPrird}
I
I
.
.I
I Name·
I
I
.
I

IREGISTRATION fORM

I!Address:
... -- "- .

II

I City:

State:

I

Zip:

I

I
I

ITelephone: (

: Law School:

Number.of Semesters Cune11tly Enrolled:

1Seminars and Locations to be Attended:
II
Form of Payment: a Check a Money Order
I

I

,.,c!.::.::::...._
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Indian Gaming: A Lucky Draw for the
Reservations orJust Another Crap Shoot?

'·. -~ · Bv SusAN H. KANG
no'W:·belong to an elite fraternity of
thos~' who have done it. Those already in the fraternity told me that unless I
have ex~rienced it, I wouldn't--couldn't-understand the joys and the pain. They
say you iiever forget your first, whether
Bv GEOFF MORRISON
good ~ad. whether it was quick or lasting. Th~y shared with me the tales of their Local governments mince no words with
respect to their antipathy towards lefirst, always with a chuckle and sometimes wit!i a far away, longing look. . Al- galized gambling. The cities of San Diego
though ithas only been ten days, the sights and National City, among others, have
and sounds of my first seein to float in ·attempted to stem the growth of gaining
frames. 'Qt vignettes. The dryness of my within their metropolitan areas by refosmouth,-.the clamminess of my palms, the ing to issue,new card room permits. At
poundinif of my every artery, and the deep the same time, local city governments have
fear df.:d0ubting ... what if I can't per- u_sed every available excuse to close those
form i ;& ·d looking back I wonder, would card rooms already in existence.
it have~);~n just as satisfying without the
Ironically, at the same time thatlocal
ultimate _climax ending in a sweet smell of · cities have struggled to rid themselves of
victory?~;:.Now that I've done it, I could
gambling, San Diego County has seen an
never go back, nor do I want to. I can't explosive growth of casino gaming within
wait µntil I do it again. I am talking the Indian reservations scattered throughabout, of course, my first jury trial.
out the county. Since its inception in 1979, however, agree with the characterization force its criminal legislation on the India~:.;.:'~
Monday, August 30, 1993
large-scale Indian gaming (or gambling to of Florida's anti-bingo statute as criminal. reservations. Nevertheless, held the court,
The day starts out like it any other the uninitiated), has become one of the The court noted that, because the state because the State did not expressly proMonday of a scheduled trial. I had been fastest growing industries in the United allowed certain charities to run bingo con- hibit all forms of bingo and card playing,
given five other cases to take to trial and States. Estimates of yearly Indian gam- tests, the statute in question was merely the State could not prohibit similar activi- _
they had all pied to the court (cowardly in bling gross revenues figure as high as $1 .2 regulatory. Consequently, because the stat- ties on the reservations:
The Tribes assert that more than 400
myopinion) onthedayoftrialafter reject- billion. In 1992 alone, El Cajon' s own .ute was not criminal, the court held that
ing all previous offers. The experienced Sycuan ·casino grossed upwards of $1 20 Florida would exceed its j urisdiction by card rooms similar to the Cabazan card
deputy district attorneys (DDA) told me to million. Receipts such as these, after de- enforcing its anti-bingo legislation on the club flourish in California, and the State
stop preparing for them, because if you ductions for overhead and operators' prof- reservations. See Seminole, 658 F.2d at does not dispute this fact. Also, as the
answer :"feady" without preparing, then its, yield tidy supplements to the incomes 315-316. Under this decision, in order for · Court of Appeals noted, bingo is legally ·
youareunderthejurisdictionofMurphy's of the Sycuan tribe's mere 95 members. a state to be able to prohibit bingo on its sponsored by many diff~:cen(fl!Jllnizationsi .'
Law and -your case inevitably proceeds Against·such a financial backdrop, it is reservations, it would have 10 prohibit all and is widely playedin. California. There /' : .
·
forward.
not hard to see why many Indian tribes forms of bingo generally.
is no effort toforbid the-pl~y'ing of Bing<> . ;.
I didn't listen. I sit in Judge M.'s view casino gaming as a boon with the
Following the decision in Seminole, by any member of the public over the age,.:~ lk ~
courtroom in Corona clutching my twelve- capacity to reverse over one hundred years large-scale tribal bingo operations began of I 8. Indeed, the permitted bingo games
tab, two-inch thick trial notebook, all ready of economic stagnation.
·to proliferate nationwide. See Eric J. must be open to the general public. Nor is .
to proceed, yet feeling incredibly unpreThe sexy allure of cash-producing ca- Swanson, The Reservation'Gaming Craze: there any limit on the number of games . ·
pared. l crane my neck to see whenever sinos notwithstanding, Indian gaming is Casino Gambling Under the Indian Gam- which eligible organizations may operate,
.'
the courtrQom door swings open, hoping not without its detractors. Those who ing and Regulatory Act of I 988, 15 the receipts which they may obtain from
that 'the p erson entering would be the de- oppose Indian gaming do so on a variety Hamline L. Rev. 471 (1992). Inevitably, the games, the number of games which i1
fondant or even his counsel. Both are of gr~:mnds. The most prevalent criticism many of those tribes which sponsored bingo participant may play, or the amount of : ""'•
AWOL, bot I'm not surprised. This is my stems from an opposition to legalized gam- operations began to expand into the area money which a participant may. spend,
second-su,mmer in the criminal justice sys- bling generally. Until recently, such popu- of card games and off-track wagering.
either per game or in total. In light of the
tem and know defendants are not the Jar antipathy to legalized gamfact that ·California permits a
most res'p6nsible group of people. I check bling, which manifested itself
substantial amount ofgambling
with the court clerks just one more time to in the overwhelming majority
activity, including bingo, and
Ironically, at the same time that local cities have
see if anyone had checked in. I hand the of states' prohibition/regulation
actually profll'Otes gambling '
struggled to rid themselves of gambling, San Diego
clerk niy-~ard with my extension number of almost all forms of wagerCounty has seen. an explosive growth of casino · through its state. lottery, we ·
and coibe:back to the office. Had this been ing, succeeded in confining camustconclude that California ·' ,
gaming with~n the lndidn reservations scattered
a prelimi~1;lry hearing or a sentencing, I sino operations to Nevada and,
regulates rather than prohibit; · ;; :
throughout the county. Since its inceptipn in 1979,
would have immediately asked for a bench later, Atlantic City, New Jergambling in general and bingo'> · .
large-scale ·Indian gaming (or gambling to the
warranptnd asked the court to sanction sey. .
in particular. Id. at 210-JJ.
· '
uninitiated). has become one of the fastest growing
counsel. :fet on this Monday, I feel more
In 1979, however, things
The Court also dismissed . .
industries in the United States.
generous,)hore patient, mostly motivated began to change. What prothe State's claim that it was •
by my eteroal hope that this one will actu- vided the impetus for that
enforcing Federal law pursu- -''
ally go;t<) _fiial.
change was the decision of the
- ant to the Organized Crime ::·~ •
I meet: with my officer for the first Seminole Tribe of Florida to offer highIn California v. Cabazan Band ofMis- Control Act (OCCA) by noting that "[t]here , ..,
time. Officer Walker of the CHP is clean stakes bingo gaming to the general public. sion· Indians, 480 U.S. 202 (l 9S7), the is nothing in OCCA indicating that the ,:;
cut, artiC,ulate:and overall like<ible. _The In anticipation of the Broward County Supreme Court addressed the legality of States are to have any part in enforcing ;:.
jury is going to love him. I send him home Sheriffs attempts to shut dowIJ the bingo California's attempts to prohibit large-scale federal criminal laws or are authorized to <· ..
for the da£ ._s o that he could get some sleep operation as violative of Florida State law, bingo and card playing operations on In- make arrests on Indian reservations that ~~·
after his_g~iveyard shift.
the Seminole Tribe of Florida sought de- dian reservations. In Cabazan, the Su- in the absence of OCCA they could Qot ~"'"' ~-.
1 c~i!~Y 6pposing counsel's office to claratoryreliefin federal court. The Semi- preme Court affirmed t~e Fifth Circuit' s· effect.;' Jd. at 213-14.
'.'~
tell therktliflt I will be forced to ask for a nole Tribe asserted that, as an indepen- distinctfon between "criminal/prohibitory"
. As a direct result of the Supreme
~
bench ~~nt if his client doesn' t show dent sovereign, it was outside Florida's statutes on one hand, and "civil/regula- Court's decision in Cabazan, there devel- ;· ;, ,
up. CoP,9 ;1~nally shows up around two jurisdiction to enforce state anti-gambling tory" statutes ori the other. Only when oped an explosive growth of India~ gam~ !~~~~
in the ~ t~~n after the case has been ordinances on the reservation. See Semi- enforcing statutes which fall . within the ing facilities on reserva~ions Joeated in, .;:; ;:; ~
trailing ~r ay~ He arrogantly informs the nole Tribe of Florida v. Butterworth, 658 former categ~ry, held ,the Court, could close Rl'oximity t? highly. po~ulated are~_s. ~~:
Court t6!!- e tbld his client that he could F.2d 3l0 (5th Cir. 1981).
states freely exercise their jurisdiCtion over Opponents oflndtan ganung mdustry COf!1- t"·~I
Florida countered that, pursuant to the Indian reservations. Id. Even then, bined to form an eclectic array .o f l9bbi~s. q'.ii:
be "on ~~- ·u~til the case is sent out to a
.
- .
.
.
courtro&·'. f!!JNe wouldn't want to inconve~ explicit congressional grant of a~thority that exercise of criminal jurisdiction had On one end of the spectrµm were th.e Ne- .~~fe
nience ~~~-~fendant by actually asking· (Public Law 83~280), it had the power to to be expressly authorized by ·congress. vada and N~w Jersey gaming syndicates, ~~~
him to a .,., · ar Qn the time and date of trial. enforce its criminal Jaws oil Indian reser- before it could be extended over the reser- which claimed a discernable ~rosi~n of n~-~
In q~falnbers, I tell the Court that this · vations. The Fifth Circuit agreed with the vations.
th~ir market . sha~~ as the re:S11:lt p( the ..~ ~~ ')
/ ~' '- - · ;· ' ·
··
·. · . ,
state's i'nterpretation· of the law·a8 it ap:The.Court ·note<rthlli-Califorrila, like -_: v_y;IP'itliee.raastei~;u.Om~-}ori~aa··gn·e·.g/amO
·.-.Ic~nogl·u~fimna
· ,~tlli!J.~..~.:·-_-:;;_5. :::~ti.
Ple~f~'Ji t~·p~~e)p,, Colh1iin:Y -~ " ·pHed to criminal Jegislation: '..1i di(rnot; Florida, Was authorlzCd· sl aillte tO ·~tJ•
I I
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MONDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1993

defendant's name started with a "B." "Su- walk by between breaks, etc.
san Kang for the People. The People are
Opposing counsel gets t'o ask the first
(Continuedfrom Page 9)
ready." I hold my breath as Counsel an- questions. He literally gets in their faces
nounces his presence and introduces his by leaning into the jury box and asking
.is my first trial. Counsel tells the Court
that he's beer. practicing crill)inal defense
client. I am waiting for Counsel to plead them whether they would rather let one
his client to the court. To my surprise, hundred guilty go than convict one innofor about ten years. From the corner of my
eye, I can see Counsel smiling. Secretly, I
Counsel announces ready. We are sent cent or convict one hundred innocent to
am exceedingly grateful that this is a priout to Judge H., a superior court judge.
get the one guilty. I guess he's trying to
1 I go downstairs to the municipal court- plant a seed in the jury's mind that his
vate counsel from out of town. Had he
been a public defender, he would
room where about three depu- client is the one innocent out of the hunhave known that Judge M. would
ties are handling the day's cal- dred. The jurors lean back in their chairs
have "made this go away" by
endar. I need a "real" attorney with their arms folded. They seem anThe day starts out like it any other Monday of a
down-cutting the People's last
to supervise me. Karen, a USO noyed by him invading their space. I have
scheduled triai. I had been given five other
offer. We are sent to downtown
alumni, mentor and good friend, to remember not to do that. Counsel also
cases to take to trial and they had all pied to
Riverside. We begin tomorrow.
volunteers. .(Other DDAs as asks the jurors what they deem is the most
·the court (cowardly in my opinion) on the day
I come back to the office. I
they became available super- important thing to teach their children.
of trial after rejecting all previous offers. The
vised me during the rest of the They all say honesty. I guess Counsel is
am set to go, except I haven't
experienced deputy district attorneys (DDA) told
talked to my civilian witness who
trial.) Before J go into Depart- trying to hint that his client will be telling
me to stop preparing for them, because if you
saw the driving. I had been
ment 61, a DOA named the truth.
answer "ready" without preparing, then you are
trying to get in touch with him
Stephanie pulls me aside. "I
By using my "cheatsheet," I address
under the jurisdiction of Murphy's Law and your
for weeks, without much sue~
was in the elevator with your each person by name and I try and relate
case inevitably proceeds forward.
cess. I don't even know if he
opposing counsel. I overheard my questions to their !ife. My first categowill actually show. Unfortuhim telling his client, 'your . ries of questioning are related to DUis:
nately, some witnesses view subprosecutor is that cute, little the difference of between drunk driving
poenas as "invitations" to appear, rathei; Corona police soon arrive. You can't fault Oriental thing. She's very pretty so at and driving under the influence; the sympthan a court order. -Stewart works nights them for their response time. Wouldn't it least it will be an interesting trial.' I want toms of a person who's under the influas a security guard so he doesn't answer be ironic if I were killed the day before I you to kick some butt in there." Hello, is it ence; California's informed consent law;
his phone during the day. The man needs try a "deuce?" (drunk driving). I mean if really Nineteen Ninety-three? How nice etc. I move on to the difference between
to leap into the twentieth century and buy I a.m destined to get killed while prosecut- that I am going against such an enlight- direct and circumstantial evidence by ushimself an answering machine. Mike, the ing a case, I should die because I took ened individual. Is this what the jury ing the cake analogy. I go on to fighting
ODA who gave me this case to try, offers some homeboy to trial. I am stunned and I going to think? How about Judge H.? He the Perry Mason syndrome. Will they be
to go with me to find the security guard.
can't move, although I am keeping a cau- has a reputation of calling female atior- disappointed if witnesses don't crumble
It's around 7:30pm and I am still at tious distance from the windows. Mike neys, "ma'am" while addressing male at- . under brilliant cross examination and con'the office. The office is located on the puts his arm-around me. "Hey, it's going tomeys "counsel."
fess all their sins? I finally ask whether
second floor in the corner of the court- to be okay. I've always wanted to say, 'get
Ready or not, the jury is marched in. they had a moral conviction which prehouse. There is about five feet of wall down and stay down' just like they say in There-are about forty people in the venire. vented them from judging anothlr person.
from the floor and about five feet of glass the movies. And do you still want to be a As the clerk is going through roll call, I This is the most fundamental question that
above that. Mike is sitting at his desk prosecutor?" Crazy enough, I do. More click away instant pictures of every face. every prosecutor must remember to ~k.
foraging through a stack of cases making than anything.
The judge handles most of the voir dire. I One of the OG (old gangster) DDAs once
offers for the next day. I am standing in
I finally get in touch with Stewart at write down the basic information on yel- told me that his jury hung because he
front of his desk, calling yet one more 9pm. He has been very ill due to a kidney low stickies and place them in the jury box forgot to ask that. Mrs. A. says she cannot
,time to get in touch with Stewart the secu- infection. I give him the good citizen in the order they are sitting. A couple of judge her peers due to her religious conspeech and try to fire him up about coming the people in the venire ask to be excused viction. I am so glad I asked that. Counrity guard.
I am standing about two feet from the to testify. He finally agrees. I breath a because a family member was killed in a sel kicks off two members of Mothers
window when we hear a loud "boom" sigh of relief. The case is actually going to DUI accident and they cannot be impartial Against Drunk Driving, Mrs. M. who said
which almost sounded like a backfire from go. Oh God, the case is actually going to to the proceedings. Darn, I could have she would get along great with my mother
a car. Mike and I look at each other go.
used them. However, the mood has been to one of my voir dire questions, and Mrs.
uneasily. Mikemakesajoke, "that sounded Tuesday, August 31, 1993
set for the venire fo associate DUis with B. who dated a police detective a few years
like a gun shot. Why don't you look
At 8:30am, Courtroom 51 is bustling · potential bodily harm. There are so many back. I kick off (or thanked and excused)
outside?" I instinctively crane my neck as usual. My case is the first one called for little things for me to do: stand for the
above. About five seconds elapsed after trial readiness. Thank goodness the jury, smile and make eye contact as they
Please Tum to Page 11, Column l

First Time

Indian Gaming

(Continued from Page 9)

Indeed, among the largest financial contributors t6 the fight against the legalization of Indian gaming were the successful
Las Vegas and Atlantic City casinos.
On the other end, of the spectrum were
those who decried Indian gaming as an
invitation to organized crime. Proponents
of this criticism feared that, with the legalization of Indian gaming, Indian tribes
were inviting their own exploitation
through the infiltration of organized crime.
In support of this view, critics cited the
recent attempts of organized crime boss
Chris Petti to-take over the Rincon Indian
Reservation gaming operation. See·United
States v. Petti, 973 F.2d 1441 (9th Cir.
1992). Although Petti was ultimately arrested and convicted, many feared that
others like him were already successfully,
albeit silently, controlling similar Indian
gaming facilities elsewhere.
Despite many claims by Native Americans that such sentiments were paternalistic and racist, Congress eventually waded
into the morass through passage of the
Indian Gaming and Regulatory Act of
1988, 25 U.S.C. § 2700 et seq. (1988).
The Indian Gaming and Regulatory Act
(or IGRA), while nominally claiming to
settle the disputes centering around the
legality of Indian gaming, did little more
substantively than codify and complicate
existing case law. Nonetheless, its supporters often cite it as lending tacit (if not
overt) congressional support to Native
American attempts to gain economic self
sufficiency.
Essentially, IGRA created a . three
tiered gaming classification system and

the first boom. We then hear a louder
boom, and the windows to my left shatter
crashing down into the office. We both hit
the floor. Mike screams, "Get down and
stay down!" I crawl into the next room
· and Mike cails 911 crouching from be· hind the desk.-l am shaking. Even Mike
is shaking. I could have been dead. Two
feet to my left, I could have been dead.

provided for the establishment of the Na- continued reliance on, the distinction be- type of Class III gaming action is allowed,
tional Indian Gaming Commission (NIGC) tween regulatory and prohibitory legisla- full-fledged Las Vegas style casino could
to oversee tribal gaming operations. While tion has produced some amusing results. be constructed on Indian reservations. For
the statute is complex, it system of classi- In Connecticut, for example, the Second a variety of complex reasons, which infications can be summarized as follows:
Circuit recently upheld the legality of the clude negotiated compacts between states
• Class I: Traditional games played Mashantucket Tribe's attempts to operate and tribes, this has not yet occurred on a
at tribal ceremonies and gatherings. Class a full-fledged Las Vegas style casino. wide-spread scale.
I games are not subject to state regulation Mashantucket Pequot Tribe v. ConneetiIn California, Indian reservation casior control. ·
cut, 913 F.2d 1024 (2d Cir. 1990), cert. nos sponsor a variety of games, including
'
• Class II: Bingo and other similar denied, 111 S.Ct.668(1991). The court's bingo, off-track betting, pull-tab machines,
games. Class II games also include cer- rationale for affirming the district court's poker, and pai gow, among others. Sigtain card games, but only in North Da- granting of summary judgment in favor of nificantly, no California casino offers house
kota, South Dakota, Michigan, and Wash- the Tribe centered around State legisla- wagering. As a result, all games are played
ington. Class II games are only legal in tion which allowed not-for-profit organi- against other patrons, with the house skimthose states where they are permitted (to zations to conduct Monte Carlo casino ming only entrance fees, or antes, off of
anydegree)ofsomeotherentityororgani- nights. This "loop-hole" was enough, held each contestant.
zation.
the court, to mandate the classification of '
Indian gaming facilities in California
• Class III: All other forms of gam- Connecticut's legislative scheme as regu- have proved to be an enormous financial
bling. Class III games are subject to 3 latory as opposed to prohibitory. Conse- success--so much so that Caesar's Palace
criteria: (1) The game must be authorized quently, the Tribe was allowed to go for- of Las Vegas has announced plans to enter
by the tribe, and approved by the
into a cooperative venture with
NIGC; (2) The state in which the
the Agua Caliente Tribe to conIndian gaming facilities in California have
reservation is located permits other
struct a casino in Southern Caliproved to be an enormous financial success-persons, organizations, or entities
fornia. Not surprisingly, this anso much so_that Caesar's Palace of Las Vegas
to play that game; and (3) The
nouncement has fueled the fires
.has announced plans to enter into a cooperagame is played in accord with a
of discontent among those who
tive venture with th~ Agua Caliente Tribe to
tribal-state agreement.
view Indian gaming as nothing
construct
a casino in Southern California. Not
See id. See also Eric J .
more than an open invitation to the
surprisingly, this announcement has fueled the
Swanson, The Reservation Gamcorruption and exploitation of
fires of discontent among those who view Ining Craze: Casino Gambling UnCalifornia' s Native American popudian gaming as nothing more than an open
der the Indian Gaming and Regulations.
invitation to the corruption and exploitation of
Latory Act of 1988, 15 Hamline L.
Whatever the critics of
California's Native American populations.
Rev. 471 (1992).
Indian gaming facilities have to say
Significantly, the lt<gality of
at least two things are clear. First,
Indian reservation sponsored Class
given the apparent Federal legislaII and Class III games continues to depend ward with the operation of a full-fledged tive and judicial support for Native Amerialmost entirely on the presence of the cri- casino.
, can gaming generally, the casinos qn reserteria established in Seminole and Cabawn;
Currently, case law suggests that if a vati?ns
more than a temporary phenomviz., that the state's legislation pertaining state authorizes any form of Class III gam- enon, Second, regardless of the "immoralto the game in question be perceived as ing outside of the Indian reservations, it's ity" they might project, Indian reservation
civ,il/regulatory, as opposed to criminal/ legislation will be deemed regulatory as casinos have dramatically raised the stanprohibitory.
opposed to prohibitory. Theoretically, then, dards of living for the Native American resiCongress' adoption of, and the courts' in a state (such as California) where any dents of the reservations on which they sit.
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This is the moment that every prosecutor
didn't want the jury to k"now that I was a Wednesday, September/, 1993
law clerk fearing I may get sympathy from
I mop up Officer Walker's re-direct waits for--to confront the lying defendant
(Continuedfrom Page 10)
the jurors) about this case, haven't you?" before I start with the OOJ expert. My with brilliant cross-examination. The dea lady who had two cousins on death row, Stewart replies, no he has not been talking expert witness is a young, pleasant Iook- fendant testifies that he was at the golf
three people who had family members con- to me about the case. Yes, he has spoken ing woman. She patiently draws charts course and he was sleeping when he saw a
victed of DUls and Mr. F., where he just to me twice but only about hi.s health and · and explains to the jury in plain English bright light. He didn't realize the light
didn't feel right. Surprisingly, Counsel coming to testify. The answer is even the correlation between FSTs and the abil- belonged to Stewart.until tht CHP arrived.
didn't kick off Juror #4, Mr. S., who had sweeter since Counsel had put my integ- ity to drive, the effects of blood alcohol He admitted that he was drunk, but he
and the accuracy and the performance of denies driving. In my cross examination
answered his question that he would rather rity on the line.
Next, the People call Officer Walker. the test. She is like a school teacher.
I bring out the fact that he had lied cin the
convict 100 innocent persons to get the
one guilty. Did lie forget?
As I had expected, he i!! a great witness.
In the cross, he asks whether she is night' of his arrest regarding how much
All of the jurors except one are mar- While setting up the foundation for his paid by the D.A. to testify. She is not. alcohol he had. (The fam<i>us two beer
ried. Many of them have family in law expertise in determining whether a person Counsel only touches on the chain-of-cus- defense.) I also show how much he had to
enforcement. Both the People and the is under the influence and the correlation tody issue. So far, I can' t really figure out drink that night--more than seven drinksdefendant accept the j ury as it is presently between FSTs and effects in driving, he . his theory of the case.
-and how that prevented him from thinkconstituted. As the jury is beCounsel makes his open- ing clearly. During his testimony, the
ing sworn in, my heart is racing statement. He says that the defendant flubs and says, "When the secuing. I wonder if the jury can
defendant
was never driving rity guard pulls me over ... I mean ... when
In my cross examination I bring out the fact
that
night.
A friend named I woke up ... " I wonder if the jury had
hea:?
that he had lied on the night of his arrest reAfter I designate Officer
Dave
was
drove
him to the Red caught that.
garding how much alcohol he had. (The faWalker as my investigating ofOnion
because
the defendant
For the most part, I am n1ore than
mous two beer defense.) I also show how
ficer, I realize that I must comwas
upset
that
his
girl
friend
cautious
in my cross. I don't want the jury
much he had to drink that night--more than
mence my opening statement.
was
cheating
on
him,
drove
the
to
feel
sorry
for him. Furthermore, the
seven drinks--and how that prevented him from
My introduction, the explaining
defendant to the golf course judge has become increasingly strapping
thinking clearly. During his testimony, the deof the charge and the purpose of
and left him after getting into of my examination. 1 was trying to bring
fendant flubs and says, "When the security
opening statement come flying
a fight. Dave took the keys out the fact that he was so drunk that he
guard pulls me over ... I mean .. . when I woke
out of my mouth. I am as nerwith him and hitchhiked home. could not remember that night clearly, but
up ... " I wonder if the jury had caught that.
vous as I was during my first
Counsel calls Dave to the the judge said, "The defendant has admit"show-and tell" in kindergarstand. Dave is wearing jeans ted that he was drunk. Move on, counsel."
ten. I take a deep breath. These
and a faded Hawaiian-type I don't know how much to push' to make
people don't know that I am not a real testifies that he has had over a thousand shirt. ·. Besides deserving a fashion cita- my record. After all, the judge is the most
DDA. They don't know that it's my first DUI investigations while arresting about tion, he looks and acts jumpy and un- respected person in the courtroom and I
trial. Or do they suspect it? I introduce four hundred.
Good cop, good cop, stable. Dave contradicts Counsel's open- don't want the jury to think the judge
the witnesses and the evidence the People whatcha gonna do? Then I go through ing statement and says after he drove. the doesn't like me ... even if I feel he is
expect to present. Before I sat down, I each of the FSTs and the correlation be- defendant to the golf course, he threw the wrong in his rulings.
confidently told the jury that at the close of tween the tests and ability to drive. From ·keys in the back of the_ van and left the
Both sides rest. The day is over. I
all of the evidence, the People will request the comer of my eye, I can see Juror #8, defendant and called his girl friend to pick don't know how lawyers who have trials
the jury to find the defendant guilty as . Mr. B., throwing his hands up at each of him up. (I wonder where Counsel got his that last months or even years keep up
charged, guilty of violating both sections my question. I think he is convinced al- version of the story?)
their strengths.
23 l 52(a) and (b ). I wanted the jury to get ready that this guy is guilty and he just
During my cross, I bring 01,1t the fact Thursday, September 2, 1993
want to sign the verdict form and start his that he left a friend of twelve years alone
used to the word.
In the morning, we argue o ver jury
·
When Counsel chooses to reserve his long weekend. During the testiinstructions. Counsel ' has beopening until the beginning of his case, mony, I introduce a tape that
come increasingly hostile. He
the People call Stewart the security guard. Officer W. had made during the
has stopped making eye contact
Counsel finally shows up around two in the
When the Bailiff went to open the door, I arrest. In the wake of Rodney
with me. We are to begin closafternoon after the case has been trailing all
felt like the character who was waiting King, officers apparently tape
ing arguments after lunch. The
day. He arrogantly informs the Court that he
and wondering, is this "lady or the tiger." hostile encounters with arrestees
judge has pre-instructed the jury ..
told his client that he could be "on call" until
I didn't even know whether he would show because they are constantly sued
Back at the office, I can- '
due to his illness. The doors open and by them. The defendant who is
the case is sent out to a courtroom. We
not eat even though there is a
Stewart the security guard walks in slowly. sitting so angelically and paswouldn't want to inconvenience the defenpre-Labor Day pot luck. Maybe
He is wearing a conservative suit. He sively now was cussing and beldant by actually asking him to appear on the
I can make my first million by
time and date of trial.
looks like your average Joe Goodcitizen. 1i gerent during his arrest.
creating the "trial diet." Who
Had I not been keeping my poker face, I Throughout it all, Officer Walker
needs Pritikin?
could have done a little dance around the is as patient and respectful in
Bill, the hot shot DDA
room.
the tape as he is during his testimony. I in a dark golf course knowing his friend who tries death penalty cases, told me that
During one of the breaks, the judge can see the jury's eyebrows raise when I was drunk, far from home and has been even ~e gets nervous before closing arguasks me why this case was in trial. I play the tape.
upset all day. Dave cared so much to take ments. Other DDAs tell rile this is where
answer the defendant is exercising his conDuring the cross examination, Coun- care of his fri end all night, but he didn't the fun begins. I feel as if I had gotten on
stitutional rights . He is annoyed that he sel p oints out that the officer did not arrive care how Roger got home? I also pinpoint the wrong ski lift and dropped off on top
has to hear a Muni-Court case when his until after the van was stopped. He asks the fac t that Dave was not there when of a double black diamond. There is no
honor hears robberies and murders. And whether the defendant was "Mirandized." Stewart drove up nor when Officer Walker way down but to tuck my poles in and
based on the evidence brought out during I object. Then he points out that the de- arrived .
going for it. I really wish I were naturally
chambers conference, he is convinced that fendant is saying that "I didn't do anyCounsel calls the defendant's now ex- brilliant. Tom, another DDA, gives me
the defendant is guilty. I am worried that thing wrong" to mean that he was not girl friend to the stand. She is pretty and encouragement. "Susan, I'ye seen you
he will not be giving his full attention to driving.
neatly dressed, but in a gaudy way, like a argue. You have a lot of passion and
the most important trial of my life.
During both testimonies, the/judge Las Vegas showgirl. She testified that she conviction. The jury will want to believe
I try toestablish Stewart's illness. I sustains most objections by Counsel. He saw Dave and the defendant together at you.''
want ·to show the jury that Mr. Stewart is convinced of the defendant's guilt so the Red Onion and saw them leave toI go back into the courtroom with a
would rather be home in bed ad he has no that he doesn't want me to beat the under gether around twelve. During direct, she poker face. I didn't want to let them see
bias against the defendant. The body of the influence issue to death. I want to testifies that she was at the Red Onion me sweat. I am ready. I've got my charts
the direct is simple. He is a
celebrating because she had just listing the elements of the crime. I have
security guard who works for the
graduated from the Southern the tape cued to the defendan~'s incrimiGreen River Golf Course. On
California Institute of Massage. nating statements. After the jury is seated,
Before I go into Department 61, a DDA named
the night in question, Stewart
Thank goodness I have long hair. I begin my arguments by explaining the
Stephanie pulls me aside. "I was in the elsaw a white van around twelve
I just pull it forward, put my duties of the jury: find out what happened,
evator with your opposing counsel. I overat night. He followed the van
head down and hope that the. take the law from the judge, then apply the
heard him telling his client 'your prosecutor
until it came to a stop at the first
jury cannot see my head bob- facts to the law. The opening part of my
is that cute, little Oriental thing. She's very
tee. He stopped the van with his
bing from laughter. Truth is closing is simple and to the point. I basipretty
so at least it will be an interesting trial.'
bright lights to verify why the
indeed stranger than fiction .
cally stick to the elements and the facts of
I want you to kick some butt in there." Hello,
driver was at the golf course afDuring my cross, I the case. I sit down.
is it really Nineteen Ninety-three? How nice
ter hours. When he went up to
merely point out that she loves
Counsel gets up and says "the People
that I am going against such an enlightened
the driver's side, he smelled althe defendant and she would not get two bites at the apple.'' I had anticiindividual. Is this what the 1ury going to thiok?
cohol on his breath and noticed
want anything bad happen to pated him to do that since many defense
How about Judge H.? He has a reputation
the driver's blood shot eyes. He
him. Most importantly, that she counsels try to give an impression to the
of calling female attorneys; "ma'am" while
thought this guy was drunk and
was not at the golf course any jury that somehow the law screws their
addressing male attorneys "counsel."
called the police from his car
time that night Now I am be- client to only give him one chance to make
phone, never leaving the driver.
ginning to wonder why this case a closing argument. I object based on the
Stewart also testifies that no one
is in trial. This case is too fact that Counsel has misstated Cal.Jic.
else was in the car. Lastly, Stewart testi- establish the strong points of my case to straightforward. Am I missing something? 16.000. I am overruled. I sit quiet as
fies that he has never met the defendant balance out the driving issue. Also, I Is Counsel's theory to get the jury sympa- Counsel goes on to misstate facts after
until the night in question.
simply don't know how much is enough.
thetic ' to a guy who drank too much be- another. I plan to challenge the jury to
During cross examination, Counsel
The day is over. I feel as if a truck has cause his girl friend dumped him? When- have the testimony read back to (hem by
implies that Stewart has been conspiring run over me. Poor Officer Walker gets to ever you pluck twelve people off the street, the court reporter if they are in doubt of
·with the District Attorney's office. When go home, sleep for two hours and start his you never know how these people are go- the truth. He plays up the fact that Officer
he asked, "you've been talking to the Dis- graveyard shift. I get home. I am too ing to think.
Please Tum to Page 12, Column 1
trict Attorney (meaning me because he exhausted to sleep.
Counsel calls defendant to the stit:nd.
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(Continued from Page 9)
Walker is a good cop, yet Officer Walker
had left out things in the police report.
Counsel also argued that Stewart the security guard who wanted to harass his poor
client because Stewart is a cop-wannabe
in collusion with the District Attorney's
office. Finally as I had hoped, Counsel
takes the bait by urging the jury to acquit
his client and believe his side of the story.
I had reserved most of my ammunition for the rebuttal. "Remember when
Counsel asked you ·during jury selection
what the most important thing you could
teach your children and you all answered
honesty? Isn't it funny how Counsel has
asked you to believe his version of the
story but he has not once mentioned the
word truth?'' I urge the jury to look at the
whole picture and take all of the evidence
and figure out the truth. I play a portion of
the defendant' s tape. "I didn't do anything wrong ... Even if I did drive, you
know, I can't confess ..." Do you really
think the defendant will confess now?
I gather more steam as· I can see a
couple of the jurors nod with my every

argument. I challenge the jury that if they what that phrase meant. I couldn't think or rather "I'm just an immigrant speech."
determine that the truth is that the defen- .of a direct translation so I tried to substiFinally, I ask the jury to return with a
dant had not driven that night and had not tute the words. Abiding means lasting. verdict of guilty on both counts.
been under the influence of alcohol and Conviction means belief. Moral certainty
I ·sit down. I forgot a one-liner that I
had more than .08% blood alcohol level, means that you feel you did the right thing. had been practicing all week. However, it
they must acquit the defendant.
is out of my hands. Instead of
With every new argument, Counrelief, I wish I could do it all .
sel interrupts me for a total of
over again and do it better this
time.
Th_e ' jµry'· picks a
-~
about ten times. Each time, I
I had reserved most of my ammunition for the
foreperson and go home with- " >
patiently wait for the judge to ·
rebuttal. '"Remember when Counsel asked you
say, "Counsel, she's answering
out deliberating. ,
during jury selection what the most important
Friday, Septe#iber 3, 1993 ·
your argument," before I proceed.
thing you could teach your children and you
Counsel is trying to rattle me. He
Judgment
. · ~-.;
. .. day. ._..
. . ""
all answered honesty? Isn't it funny how Coun·is looking as if he is trying to
I
amat
the
office
by
9am
- ··
sel hos asked you to believe his version of the
hide something.
when
the
jury
.is
supposed
to
story but he has not once mentioned the word
After many analogies, stobegin deliberating. I wish they
truth?" I urge the jury to look at the whole
ries and impassioned pleas, I finwould
hurry up a_n d decide. I . ,
· picture and take all of the evidence and figure
ished off the argument wit.h the
suddenly
n,otice that I have been ~l'
out the tr~th. I play a portion of the defendant's
meaning of "beyond a reasonaple
pacing.
I
can_'t sit ~own. At
tape. "I didn't do anything wrong ... Even if I
doubt." "For .obvious reasons,
?
:30,
the
ph~ne rings. ! jump. .
did drive. you know. I can't confess ... " Do you
my mom has been interested fo
The clerk i$. pn the line. ,She
really think the defendant will confess now?
this trial. Because she didn't
informs m~ th.a t Ute jury wants .
grow up in this country, she
,. ._ , Lil - §~W,~!1·~ .t~~~t!PW{l)'.iG99 j>pck.
.,
doesn't understand the Arnerlcan
I run around the 0fnce asking .... ,.
legal system. ,When I told to her that a ·Beyond a reasonable doubt means that you DDAs what this means. They reassure me , . 'i
jury has to find a defendant guilty beyond feel that a week from now or even years that this is ,a good sign and . that jurors
a reasonable doubt, or to an "abiding con- from npw, you will have a lasting belief were trying to convince the remaining ones
vi~tion to a moral certainty," she had a that, you did the right thing." It was a to vote their way. ·
·
·
.- ... ::
confused look on her face and asked me parallel ·of "I'm just ~caveman" speech,
At 10:30, thephon~ rings again. They ,· .;;'.;
want Dave the alioi witness' testimony ""~';.,,
read back. .This is ,i;iot ,g_ood. I c~ 'rst~n~ .,, "'~·
this. I wish the jury would just put me out .,.,,<,
of my misery. I try tp·prepare myself that; ·
it doesn't matter, .whether ) "-;in or not.
The important thing) s ~hat ~.went through
the process, right? Why do I want to win .,,,_,,
so badly then?
. , .
At I I :40, the clerk informs me that
the jury has reached a verdict, but it will
take the defendant 4S minutes to get to the ..
courthouse. You mean, I have to wait until : . "
I: 30 to find out.. I run around the office
again asking for advice. They t ell me that
a quick verdiCt when the case against the ' . , ·
defendant is strong is always a good sign.. · ,-;.
I am not so sure.
,, ,
At l :30, two DDAs volunteer to be · '-'1U
my moral suppo~~ .a~,Q ,q ffe.J: tq J!JA<.l!j.,J!W,;;J(j !:'.:!
verdict with me. I am. feeling more positive by the minute.
·
Judge M. walks in to take the verdict
on behalf of Judge H. who has left on. ., . ,
vacation. Before the jury comes back. in,
.. ~
Counsel demands a mistrial.· He then reserves his right to a mistrial until after.
Judge H. gets back. I keep my poker face.
E verythi ng is in .slow- mo. T he ..
foreperson, Juror #9, Mrs. V ., gives the ... .. . ..
verdict to the j udge. He reads it without
any expression and gives it to the clerk. " ·~ ,,
Remind me not to play poker with him._. . •. "1"'
The clerk' s voice seems to..slow down-as ...
she begins reading, "in the above ·na~e9:.; .: .ih'.Jt
action and title ... " I fee! li"e. the lady~o11.~ ,;
the Mervyn' s commerci~l, urgi_ng ·"9pen, .. , :'«O?
open, open." FinallY.;, after. :wha~ seem_e.d ,,iI
likean eternity, the c:l~r.~ ryad~ "gujlty.'.' }\, Hr;w
didn' t dare breath. I dcm: ~ w,ant the jucy to : "•''''?.
think I am happy co!l~i~ti9g this guy. Af- ... ;
ter the verdict, the court informs the jury, --: ""I'
that I am a law clerk ~PP }~Ot an ~ttor.ney ,,
..
yet. I received ~ lot of smiles, nods and ,
even a few abs. .
.
·
. - -.~..
Counsel. walks, put,,\Yjthout sayiqg-a ,_ , , . ..,,.
wo_rd to me. I think. it really got to _h!m _
that a "cute, little Oriental thing" w~o is . ... ,.0 . ,
not a ~eal attorney beat him in ajurytfial. . ,,, "{~
The jury takes ,o ff in a hurry to start th~jr, .»~ .. ;
long weekend. I don: t ,blame ·th~m, Jn1t -~ · :.-.:;11..,,.\
really had hoped that L could get. .tht;jr,,,; i !I()
feedback.
·
Afterwork, I am-s~~~:~~-byJ)o~~,:',;'.~~~
wh<;> toast to my succe,ss.. , £,toqly d.f!flk Qne·.r -,, ' •i:'I
be~i: becaus~ I don' t wa,qt ~I,~; ht;~dJ.i.ne.s,t0. ,,._, -1w ;;
read1_ "Prosecutor C~arged )V\ih,Dl,JI Af.,, .,rlf
ter· Obtaining First.JWJ.., Coqvj~tion."~ ·_:; r
They go around the table telling me .tb.e- -.l.o ·;- ·~n
tales of their first. .. ;"'~ 11 •p: -''"'u: , ;;, ;.; ·f':
, Now I've got a war ,$tp~~of rpy P~P-· , .>.;! i
~

j

- \ •.

; ~ -~\i[~ .::<- :~~ ~.;

,:·~'.·);- ....·.:..;.:~-=~:'ii{\~

Editors Note:
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Malotov Coffee: Caffinated Culture

Nightmare itself is a spectacularly bright his vision. Gothic heavy, shadows and
BY ERNEST BELL
achievement in gloom. And the musical silhouettes are arguably the film's primary
ava Cup: Support Local Business
characters. The "conventional" charaeSo I'm studying for this midterm when numbers are to-die-for.
Really, the flick is a shameless display ters, particularly the inhabitants of HalRuvi says let's get some coffee and we do
BY F.u7.ABE111 FRIEDLAND
cuz he's the man. Java Cup isjust down of neat ideas and freaky .gags, a thin plot loween Town, are wacked-out weirdos: the
Our True Romance Columnist
Linda Vista Road, key locale. Coffee's thrown in for kicks: Jack Skellington, the literally two-faced mayor, sludge-like Oogylind dates shouldn't be so bad. After
good. The decor is art deco but I'm in a Pumpkin King, rallies his fellow Hallow- Boogy Man, demon prankster children, one
, of whom is played by Paul
all, isn't the person who's setting you up forg!ving mood. The caffeine
Reubens, better known as
your good friend? Haven't they heard you courses through my veins, I
enthusiast Pee Wee
talk about the qualities you want in a mate? am reborn. And, strangely, I
Herman.
Don't they know the person they're match- find myself blathering to no
MjjURToN~
Th~
essence
of
ing you up with? Can't they tell if the two of one special...
clayrrlation stories, ilS we
you will get along'! Absolutely not. N~ver. I Nightmare Before Christmas
all know, is the music.
have never had a decent blind date. Very unThat giant sucking noise
Burton gave Oingo
decent
you're hearing is television,
Boingo' s Danny Elfman his
I don't care how honest my friends are that big vacuous blackhale,
first scoring assignment for
in their everyday lives. As soon as they want bleeding the intelligence out
Pee Wee's, and he has deto fix me up, they become the biggest liars in of us all. But it gave us
servedly emerged as
the world. I shouldn't worry about conver- claymation short movies, the
cinema's hottest conductor.
sation on the date becau8e we could always best thing about holidays and
compare the lies we've been told about each definitely worth getting more
Nightmare
witnesses
Elfman's return to singing
other...
stupider.
(although Boingo's new alHe: I was told you had long legs!
Those shows are so old
bum should be out soon) as
Me: Ha! She told me you had all your hair! now, Frosty the Snowman
He: Good one! I heard you Wt're a ''fun" and Rudolph's nose and
the Pu~pkin King. Mysteriously, another actor prodate!
Santa's elves have dulled to
vides Jack's speaking voice
Me: Ha! Ha! You bathed everyday!
the same color: pasty grey.
and that's too bad because,
I dreaded going out on my last blind Falling snow looks like hailwith the exception of Sadate. I knew it wouldn't work as soon as my ing dirtclods. They look
friend ·started telling me about him. She sickly, but you have to watch for the musi- een Townians to put on Christmas, icky tan whom he did play in cult-classic Forstartecl with "He's a great guy." You know cal numbers (I love it when the elves, rein- style. At 75 minutes, there isn't time for bidden Zone, no part is more perfect for .
- '
, what that means-he hasn't been on a date deer and whoever do that goose-stepping much else.
Elfman. The score, like Elfman's singing,
the movie's emphasis is clearly on is great.
in two years. "He's very nice." Three years. that'.s.supposed to pass as choreography):
"You two have a lot in common." We both 1
Halloween Town, where Nightmare ghoulish 'style, as are all flicks with which
Doug, my flick sidekick, didn't want
stand upright "He;s five feet two." Bingo. I before Christmas is principally set, ably Tim Burton (Batman, Pee Wee's Big Ad- to pay $7 to see Nightmare--"No way I'ma
knew it. That was it. I'm short... he's short. recreates that dinginess of which we've venture, Edward Scissorhands) is associ- pay that much for ah hour-long movie that
I
Of
we'd perfect foceach other. Hurray! come to expect from claymation, but pur- ated. And while Burton doesn't direct-Please Turn to Page 16, Column 1
We both have non-octive pituitary glands!
posefully so. The town, its citizens and Henry Selick does--Nightmare is very much
?
She told him all about me. -And re. ported that he was really excited about our
My~Side
·-- date. Ugh. There~s nothing that's.more of l1
turn-off than finding out someone's really
BY S.P. JoNES
knew what they were up against.
excitedaboutmeetingyou. ItsoundsdesperMe: Boy are you two in for a big surate. No one wants to date anyone that sounds
was to be interviewed for a law position
We sat there, all of us, calculating our prise. After you see this, you'll probably
too desperate. He should be mildly interwith a firm who shall remain nameless next moves. When the interviewer--who want to make me president. ,
,
ested, but slightly ambivalent. I'm suspi- pending litigation. I fear that future stories had lost consciousness at the sight of the
Interviewer 2: What the hell are you
cious of anyone too enthusiastic.Most of my regarding this in!erview will be one-sided gun--woke up, the interview began. What doing!?!
friends have learned this about me...
and me11n spirited in an attempt to cast follows is a loose, sober recall of what was
' At this point I began to disrobe for the
- Me after date #1: We got along real - shadowsonmyotherwiseimpeccablerepu- said:
swimsuit portion of the competition, probwell. We talked the whole time. We have the tation, excepting of course my past run-ins
Me: Alright, I want to make it clear ably my strongest Cl\tefory. Now I must
same backgrounds. I had the the best time!
with certain key figures in Las Vegas. Be- right here and now that I refuse to conduct say what happened was not intentional, but
Friend: He'll definitely call you. He fore these vicious stories hit the news, I this interview sitting in your lap.
l suppose in µiy drunken state I must have
really liked you!
would like to share with you my version.
Interviewer 1: We didn't ask you to.
forgotten to put on swim trunks let alone
Me: Really? I think there might be
Now admittedly I had been drinking
Me: Yeah, well not yet at least.
underwear. I was embarrassed, shaken
Interviewer 2: Now listen, Mr., um and naked; the interview had taken a horsomething wrong with him.
for some time prior to the interview (some
Me after date #2: We got along real accounts have it at three_days, but I can't ... ,Mr.?
rible turn. It was the moment of truth:
well. Wetalkedthewholetime. We have the be sure, as I had suffered some blackouts
Me: No names, not yet, not until I'm would I let the hurdle get in my way or
same backgrounds. I had the besttime!
during the period prior to the interview), perfectly comfortable with you.
would I overcome the obstacle and achieve
Interviewer 2: Okay, lets begin with success? The two of them were waiting
Friend: You repulse him. He thinks but this drinking had little to no affect on
you're dirt.
my thinking, and just a small affect on my your past experience:
with great anticipation: I took a deep breath,
hand-eye coordination. As you well know,
Me: No! Lets begin with your past pressed the "play" button on the tape reMe: Oh, I hope he calls!
But I agreed to meet this over-enthusiastic the interview is a battle of power, and it is experience!
corder, and ~gan to ·~vogue" my way into
short man. I called my mother foc advice. for this reason alone that I showed up with
At this point one of the interviewers _their hearts to the tune of "I'm too Sexy."
'Wear a pw;h-up bra." Fnd of conversation.
a gun. Any reasonable jury member will went for the gun--an obvious attempt at They didn't sa~ a word; they were aweWe decided to meet at Horton Plaza. surely see the fairness in this action; I control in an embarrassing situation. I struck, breathless with what could only be
Stupid? It was so busy, I could have missed mean, there were two of them and only one showed my superior abilities at street fight- amazement at my courage and ability. -At
the little guy in the crowd. Pretty smart. of me--1 needed something to even the ing, which, if they had only looked at my - that moment I knew that they knew that I
Unfortunately I found him. And then we odds.
resume they would have found listed as had the right stuff to fill their position, and
Admittedly I -did arrive late to the in- one of my assets, -and,countered his move -fill it well.
started the same routine I always go through
I
. on a blind date. You know, _~ ~I-don'.b . terview room. The interview was set for ... -by4;omingdown-fiercely on him and clos- -----In-the-excitement; I must confess-I for-- know-what-to-say-but-I-better-say-something Tuesday at 2pm, and I_ arrived on Wednes- ing my hand on his throat. They were on got to put my clothes back on; there is still
conversation. We both make a big deal over day some time around lunch. They seem the ropes, I could tell by the stunned looks the question of whethel: I even stopped danc- traffic even if there isn't any. Then we act as _ displeased and somewhat shocked when I on their faces. It had probably been years ing. I believe I must have: How else coo~ I ,
if we've never ordered food in a restaurant
barged in. They acted as though they since they had seen a candidate with such have started pouring the ''Seal the Deal"
weren't expecting me. Were they fools? I potential and grace; All I needed was a shots of Tequila? But my memory is unMe: Gee, wow, look at all the choices!
He: You're right So much food. I'll mean, I had signed up. They tried to say few polishing touches to seal the deal.
clear, as it was near this point I began to
never decide!
that I had the wrong finn, the wrong room,
First, as a show of compassion, yet black out again. The last memory I have
Me: But I guess we'll have to order!
the wrong day; but I was not_swayed. I another of the assets I had listed, I released before I woke up in lhe back of a police car
He: Oh yes, we've got to order!
could see the battle had just begun and if the intcrViewer's throat from my vice-like naked was that I was frantically trying to
Silence, And more sil~. Relieved that was the best they, could do, the posi- death grip.
show one of the interviewers my teeth and
when the waitress comes over to ask us if we tion was virtually mine. Before they could
Second, I reached into the gym bag, telling both of them, "You can be sure, if you
Please Tum to Page 14, Column J
say anymore, I took out the gun and placed which I had brought with me, and hauled bet on this horse, you're betting on a winner."
it on the table in front of them, so that they out my portable tape deck.
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Travels in Europe: Tourism a!lct Tragedy ·
-· J~xtaposed ,D uring Summer s~µay.:Tour
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ince I was 15 i thought that ignorance I was standing still. Having just restored my
was bliss. I saw how stupid and happy '55 Studebaker Commander and being curithe average person was and how infonned,. ous about just how fast it would go, I pushed
inteJJigent and tortured I was. (When you down the accelerator. When I passed the
start reading Herman H::SS, George OrweJJ Lexus I was going 95 and when he saw some
and Nikos Kmmtzakis at 14 it's hard not to "old car" pass him he must have flipped
feel superior-to your peers, teachers even.)
cause he must have been going 120 when he
Anyway, at a certain point you .k now so passed me. I stiJJ didn't have the i>eddJe to
much, you can't pretend you,don't and Jive the floor, but thought about the case with the
. the way the unenlightened do. This was 2 drag racing boys and slowed to 70.
brought home to me recently as I eavesWhen l told my criminal Jaw pal Willy
dropped on a conversation between two sec- about that weekend's race, he told me his
ond or third year Jaw students, One guy was own tale about driving his Corvette east on
complaining that after reading'so many dif- eight and had to write down how fast he was
ferent cases abo~t men being financially going because he didn't want to say it out
screwed during divorce settlements he's de- loud. We agreed that all these cases had put
cided that he could never marcy without a hurt on our extracurricular activities.
having a prenuptual agreement. He went on
Now 8bme legal information has opened
about how unromantic the prospect of broach- up a whole new world of possibilities. Ading the subject with his future wife would be. verse possession has given me new insight
He feared that if he was already anticipating into squatting and home ownership. I bet ifl
a divon:e, wouldn't that adversely affect his really looked around I could find a place to
relationship? Is knowing too much a bless- hang for five years until I could get legal
ingoracurse?
title. It's always handy to learn how to get
While in criminal law this summer we away with murder, word an agreement so
· went over a case about two boys who were - that you can wiggle out of it, or be able to
drag racing. One boy was kiJJed when he · make your insurance company pay for your
crashed into and killed' a driver who wasn't intentional torts. Knowledge definitely is
in the race. The racer who lived was held power under certain circumstances, but it's a
criminally liable. After reading that case my double edg~ sword. But then I've always
enjoyed danger and playing on the edge of
speeding took on a whole new meaning.
About 3am one night, returning from a the cliff. Speaking of cliffs, does anyone
party in LA while driving south on a fairly k11ow of any empty Jots with an ocean view
:..,,.' deserted stretch ofl-5 a Lexus passed me like . aqd an _absent owner?
0

· True Romance

. , , ( Continuedfrom Page 13)

. ...

, want drinks. Yes! Thank God for waitresses! I want a soda, but I don't want her to
leave. I don't want to be alone with this guy.
I have nothing to say to him. I have no
conve'rsation in me. I am without conversalion. SoI plead with my eyes for her not to leave
. us. Then I ask her stalling questions. ''What
kindofdietsodadoyouhaver' ''lsitsaccharine
orNutraSweet?'' ''Dolgetfreerefills?'' ''Would
ii ' you like to sit down and join us? Ha, ha, ha.
1
I'm just kidding ofcourse._I guess they don't
let you just sit down with the customers. .
· Even if your feet are prooably really tired.
You probably don't ever get to sit down
(hint, hint)." The bitch leaves.
Now Where were we? Nowhere, that's
right. But supposedly I 'have a Jot in common wiih this gliy. Is he feeling as bloated as
I am? You know, he doesn't look as short
sitting down. I'd have to remember to only
go places where we'd be sitting the whole
time. And don't get me wrong, I may have
been as big a disappointment to him. If he
had any thoughts milling about his head, I'm
sure he was thinking about it.
But I did my best. I tried. Throughout
lunch I talked about everything I could think
of . .He talked about everythfog he was thinking of. His problem was that he never listened to what I was saying. He pretended to,
but I'm no fool, I could tell when he didn't
hear a word I said. "I believe a woman has

Ms. Motions:
Helpful Hints for
the Hopeless
l>ear Ms. Motions,
I have rathe!" large hips, and I just
bought a beautiful, longwhite dress which
is very slimming and nattering. May I

;..•

the right to choose!" "Hmm, yes. I'd rather
buy jello pudding in single servings so as not
to be wasteful." Who was he kidding? The
date stunk. Another disaster.
The worst was still yet to come. The
goodbye. Its hard enough ending a first date
with someone you like, no Jess with some
stranger that you can't stand. I started think~
ing about the goodbye even before we went
out on the daie. Would .he try something?
Would I want him to try something? Would
he wanttotry, but think I wouldn't want him
. to, so he wouldn't? Would he not want to, but
feel obligated; ~ing I wouldn't want to?
He shook my hand! That's the worst.
The total kis~-off. I know I couldn't stand
. him.. Hem* me want to throw up, but I
had no idea the feeling wlis mutual. And it
wasn'tjust the hand shake, it was the territied look on his face after I said my standard
we-should-do-this-again line. I didn't mean
it, you moron! I take it back! Bull was too
late. He rejected me first. No fair.
Then the friend calls and I give her the
obligatory spiel about hOw great it was and
how she was right, we're made for each
other. AH the while I'm plotting how to get
even with her and vowing never to go out on
another blind date as long as I live.
Of course I'll do it again. I can't stop.
It's a sickness. Adisease. But its not my
fault. I'm not alone. However next time,
I'm wearing the push~up.

Last summer, l had the pleasure of being in an audience of law·students in Cambridge, England when Justice Antonin Scalia
delivered four 90-minute lectures on the sepa~
ration ofpoweis. My favorite Supreme Court
Justice is every bit as witty and likeable as he
i.s reputed to be. I wish I hadn't been so
intimidated by his rank th3t I barely spoke to
him.
This article, however, is not really about
the U~S. Supreme Court's most eloquent and
principled tennis-player. Rather, it is about a
few other highlights of my summer in Eu-

rope.

One was my visit to the concentration
camp at Dachau, south of Munich. Even
before visiting the camp, I needed no reminding of the horror of the Holocaust ill
·history's Jong chronicle of inhumanity, the
Holocaust is unrivaled~ Thus, when by chance
. (given the large number of visitors at the
camp) I found myself alone for several minutes in Dachau's only remaining crematorium, which contains several oven.s and a
"shower" room, llJJ I could do while bending
down to peer inside one of the ovens was
keep ·shaking my head and say to myself
"Impossible ... impossible..."--while know. ing that it was far from impossible. Later in
the summer I was to visit the dungeon at the
enchanting; magnificently-located Warwick
.Castle in England. The dungeon had all the
usual medieval instruments of torture and
was horrifying in its own way, but not remotely as horrifying as Dachau. At least in
medieval times they thought they were saving souls by torturing a few people. The
Nazis had no such excuse for genocide. What
the medieval torturers did was wrong. What
the Nazis did·was monstrous.
I discovered that the Nazis did not simply throw gassed bodies into the ovens but
placed them one by one .on metal cot-like
stretchers that rolled in and out of each oven
on little rails. This -astounded me by its
combination of orderliness
cruelty, as
wen as by the personal engagement it required by the workers who had to put body
after body on the cots.
I was struck, too, by the idyllic location
of the camp. The charming Bavarian town
of Dachau is only a stone's throw away, and.
a stream runs inside the camp next to the
concrete wall on, one side. Trees surround
the camp; were they·there when people were
being murdered by the thousaDds? Something else seemed strange about the physical
structure of the camp, and now I realize what
was odd waS that the wall surrounding the
camp is only about seven feet high. I had
always envisioned concentration camp walls
as being very high, at least fifteen feet.
One other i1ppression from Da<;Jtau.
There were photOgraphs ofsome of the camp
guards on trial for their' crimes against humanity. In my mind's eye the people who
rah the camps were always brutal and thuggish-looking. . But the men in the photograpJls- the ories who herded Jews and others into the camps, tortured and kiJJed them -were unusually handsome, with jet-black;
neatly-cut hair and classic Aryan profiles.
Maybe I shouldn't have been surprised, but I
was.
Europe in general I found to be materially Jess wealthy than America (especially
Britain, but also including France and Germany), but Europeans struck me as having a
higher quality of life than Americans. They

arid

wear thisto a wedding?
a man fifteen _years my senior. He's
Shooting From the Hip in San Diego wonderful to me--always buying me
Dear Shooting, .
things and taking me places. He just
One ma:y wear whatev_e r one wants to bought trte a membership to the Sporting
a wedding. That is, of course, if one is the . Club in La Jolla! The only problem is,
bride. For all other persons, hippy or not, a he appears to be very image-conscious.
long, white dress is not even within shoot- In fact, .he drives aro~nd with a surfing distance of theperimeters of gOod taste. board on top of his car and he doesn't ·
Save your receipts!
even know how to surf. He's alSo ex:
Dear Ms. Motions,
tremely critical of me-•criticizing my
I've recently become involved with wardrobe, my hair, and even my eating

seemed happier. I was travelling alone and
so I met a fair nui:Dber of Europeans, especially on the train. They are friendly everywhere, .with ·the exception of merchants in
Greece, who apparently·hate Americans. I
especially liked the Bavarians, of southern
Genpany, which added to my incredulity
regarding the concentration camps.
Several of my stereotypes were exploded
in Europe. I had Jong regarded Frenchmen,
for example, with the same kind of scorn
with which they are often said to regard
Americans. I considered the French, of my
gender at least, to be snobbish crybabies who
are jealous of our success in the world and of
our enviable ability, demonstrated in two
world wars, to save them from tyranny. WeJJ,
I have to hand it to them. The French are
indeed rather snobbish, and if you don't speak
_~re~ch ~Y are pai~ t~1 qive:you the time
ofday. But they have a remarkable country
and culture. I have resolved to go back, and
after the unprecedented experience of having a beautiful French woman ride up on a
bicycle and while parking her bike say something to me that was apparently-not a (misguided). reque8t for directions--and before I
said anything to her--1 have resolved to learn
French, because when this woman disc;overed that I spoke only English, I was history.
This was in Toulouse, France, and she was
one of those extraordinary, elegant-looking
beauties that inhabit Europe. I'm stiJJ wondering what she said to me. The possibility
that it was ''Would you like to come up to my
apartment and have some tea?" is anguishing.
Perhaps by now, though, you want to
hear less about Europe and more about Justice Scalia. What I remember most about
Justice Scalia is not his lectures, illuminating though they were, ,but his humor and
refreshing lack of self-importance; On at
least one occasion, after playing tennis in the
afternoon with some law students, Justice
Scalia walked back to his hotel thil:ty~five
minutes away instead of getting a rid~. He
walked right by me after leaving the tennis
courts, but I didn' t realize until he was just
past me that the guy walking by himself in
white tennis shorts and canying a tennis
racket was my favorite Supreme Court justice. I wondered if anyone would recognize
him as he walked through the crowded streets
of Cambridge. As I savored the irony of the
inconspicuous Supreme Court justice, and
regretted my timidity in not asking ifl could
walk with him, !'reminded myself that, after
all, Cambridge has seen many distinguished
brains in its time, and even today is home to
Stephen Hawking, the smartest man in the
world.
'
.
Another memory that stays with me concerns Justice Scalia's dry sense of humor:
Once, when he asked for a show of hands
from those students who had read The Federalist Papers, and hardly a hand went up,
Justice Scalia muttered, "It must be P.C."
{political correctness).. Surprisingly, though, .
no one laughed at this display ofjudicial wit.
It was early in the first iecture, and a cloud
seemed to hang over us. Even Justice Scalia
seemed ill at ease. Things quickly warmed
up, however, thanks largely to tennis games
with law students, and at the end of his
fourth and last lecture Justice Scalia wished
us good luck in our legal careers and urged
us not to forget the separation of powers.
And then he was gone--back to Washington, D.C., to clean up the mess.
'

'

habits. He's.gone away on business for a
week, and told. me that if ·I lose five
pounds by the time he's back,
he'll propose. What should I tell him?
Robbed From the Cradle in El Cajon
Dear Robbed:
·
This usually wqrks: "Don't call, Don't
. write, and Don't send postcards."

BY COLLEEN CURTIN
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Two _Yea~s, 21 Weeks Left: Some
Thoughts on First Year of Law School

.
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'' By MIKE BATIIN
me, right off the bat, that I was a IL. I
"T""be first year of law school is one of the · thought that somebody's battleship had
.1: more well-documented "firsts" that been sunk. ("IL?! You sunk my battle- 297-1101
there is. (See a:lso: The Paper Chase, 1L, ship!") I wish someone had tipped me off
The Islands Lounge at the Hanalei Hotel is where Hawaii Five-0 meets Viva Las
etc.) Possibly, it is because of its enig- to the fact that ifl need to get to someplace
- Iilatic nature . that people attempt to on campus, the tram is the second to last Vegas. A~mittedly, this intersec~ion is .conceptually difficult and cultp.~ly ~i~g.
demystify it. Possibly, lawyers just like to · option for timeliness, just edging out Nonetheless, the Islands Lounge ts a rehc to . be treasured among the htter of otherwise
hear them8elves write (sic?). However "bloody stumps." Finishing above the tram mundane and unimaginative bars that San Diego has to offer.
One of the best features is the location: Hotel Cirde. Forget the faddish throngs who
true this may be, I unabashedly offer my in intra-campus transportation options was
first impressions of this academic pledge hitching a ride with a biker named Marion frequent bars at the beach and downtown. Hotel Circle is the hippest square mile in town,
period. For fellow first years, perhaps it (''Tiny") whb's on Prozac and whose life · and the Hanalei Hotel is the epicenter. Just look for it's enormous sign that's unmistakably
will help to allay some fears to know that ambition is to sing back-up vocals for the perched along 1-8. It's the one that looks like a transplant from somewhere along the
outskirts of the Las Vegas Strip.
others (at least one other) is experiencing Judds,just once!..
The best piece of advice, in my opinEasily mistaken for an impromptu Good Sam Club convention, the parking iot teems
some of the same aggravating minutiae .
. . For the upperclassmen, maybe it will .af- ion, that I've received is to maintain some · with American-made cars and RV's from all comers of the country: Pacers from Arkansas,
ford.them a <source of humor.'' "balance" in your life. Find something to Corvairs from New Mexico, U-Hauls from Wisconsin, and plenty of banged up rentals. This
When I got to USD, I had a lot of do to take your mind off oflaw, even if it's is the ·first indication that the Islands Lounge is a special place for any connoisseur of the
only for a little while. Now, there are cultural vacuum that is America.
questions. I still do.
Reminiscent of entering Disneyland's jungle cruise ride or a bad .fraternity theme party, ,
Questions about USD (and some that have some people who have so much balaQce,
they're about to fall over (the author is walking into the Islands Lounge is akin to entering a time warp. As you exit 1993 San Diego,
nothing to do with USD ):
1. Why are we the Toreros? Doesn't taking the 5th Amendment--whatever the you enter 1966 Honolulu complete with tiki torches, native masks, gargantuan shells, and
anyone find a bullfighter an ironic mascot hell that is). Nonetheless, there is some simulated lava rock formations. This place serves as pr.oof that Sherwood Schwartz and his
for a Christian school?_Anyone recall the merit to the idea of letting your brain band of visionaries did not destroy the studio sets from the epic Brady Bunch week in Hawaii.
lions and the Christians? I guarantee you relax. To that end, I've compiled some
The Islands Lounge is much more than a life-sized Hawaii Five-0 diorama; it's a nightclub
that we weren' t the Torero in that sce- diversions that you can use for precisely with a full-sired stage. As a showcase for aging off-Strip performers who otherwise would never see
the purpose of taking a break from the the iight of day; most perfonnances seTv<( as gentle reminders that there is life after Vegas. My
nario;_we were the Toreree.
colleagueStinkyfailstoappreciatethesubtletiesofAmerica's cultural underbelly. However, anyone
2. In that Manfred Mann' s Earth band tedium that is law school.
Things to do to take your mind off the who experienced the Seventies or watched Fantasy Island will find pleasure in hearing songs from
song, "Blinded by the Light," does he really say: Blinded by the light I wrecked up fact that you probably shouldn't be doing Xanadu or crooning Tom Jones impersonators. After all, where else can you still find bands ~
these things:
draw comparisons to Tavares or Earth, Wind & Fire?
like a douche?
3. Why is it that we can't have beer at 1. Work out at the fine USD weight facilAbove all, the most compelling aspect of the Islands Lounge is the clientele. Imagine a
the softball games but if the law school ity. (Of course, not between 2pm-6pm convergence of Korean tour bus vacatione..S, aging dance queens, reptile breeder conventionadministration so much as sends a memo, Mon-Fri ; nor 9am-12pm Sat-Sun; nor dur- eers, and so-called "professionals" punching the clock. What results is much of the same
its reason enough for a keg? (Not that I'm ing specially posted weight room closings; synergy displayed during the now historic
nor any day that has a vowel in it; nor any "We Are the World" video. You' II never see ·
complaining about the latter...)
other day not specifically contained more white pumps or Farrah Fawcett coif4. Who's this Traynor bum?
fures anywhere in America. Or South
5. What does Professor Engfelt see herein.)
when he looks out the window? (Section C 2. Go running (this will be the only time America. . As one would expect, the drinks
when the tram will go where you are go- are overpriced. But there is a prom-night
only)
6. Does anyone else find it peculiar ing).
allure of ordering a foaming Scorpion bowl
that the name· of our law library is, pho- 3. Learn to play jai-alai (fastest sport in served in a plastic shell bedecked with umnetically, The Party library? (Pardee Le- the world!)
brellas and fruit.
gal Research Center)
4. Shepardize your favorite Civil ProceOverall, the Islands Lounge at the
7. Who the hell is in charge of The dure case. (Just kidding) · /
Hanalei Hotel is the poor man's Trader Vic's.
Vista and isn't there a writing competency 5. Wang Chung tonight.
By capturing the fascination of people-watchtest to get in to college anymore?
6. Listen to the new Rush album, "Coun- . ing in a Hawaiian airport with the charm of a
8. Who thinks Post (Pierson v. Post) terparts."
dilapidated Vegas showroom, it provides far
got a raw deal?
7. Help mow one"of the USD .lawns.
more than any run-of-the-mill bar in the area
9. Who is John Galt?
8. Look for D.B. Cooper.
can offer.
The orientation was extremely help- 9. Investigate the Philadelphia Federal Reful and J appreciated the invaluable in- serve Bank's cover up of money laµnderWhen I was a young boy my
sights that the second and third years gave- ing in the Watergate scandal.
parents fook my brother and me on vacation
-especially one guy's piece of advice that, 10. Hug someone. . (Is this a battery?)
to Maui, Hawaii. What I'm sure my dad
according to him, "will get you through 11. Find out the average gestation period thought was going to be a dream vacation
law school if you just remember this one for an African elephant.
with his loving family quickly degenerated
thing: Don't get together with 'anyone in 12. Try to think of absolutely nothing. into a nightmarish ordeal fueled by infantiyour section!" I thought he meant for a (Tough ain't it?)
cidal sentiments and the realization that his ·- ·
study>group 'and upon telling him that I I 3. Try to find the supposed image in one two weeks of hard earned vacation would
EmilandStinlq· No MatchforMagic
hadn't really decided on that yet, he ex- of those 3-D pictures.
have been better spent doing yardwork. The
daimed: "No, man, I mean don't get 14. Tell the author h~w you did it. ·
script of horror included typical stories of sunburn, bad weather and food poisoning. But my
together with any"one, man, like a girl!" 15. Get back to studying.
personal trauma featured a loathsome drive to Hana in stifling heat (of course, my austere
Thanks. Divorc·e law, anyone?
Managing Editor's rwte to author: 1 father rents a car sans air conditioning). After three hours of twisting along narrow jungle
Still, there are some rather valuable "got together" with someone iri my first year roads and negotiating precipitous. cliffs, my younger·brother Mike, succumbing to his
pieces of information that slipped through section and I'm happy to say I'm getting a carsickness, erupted like Mauna Kea and puked all over my back. My mother, utterly fed up
the cracks. ·I wish that someone had told double degree: a J.D and an M.R.S. with this hair-brained, ill-fated expedition, vowed to return to her native Denmark unless my
father abandoned the doomed mission and returned to the hotel.
The shock of my parents' seemingly impending divorce, the screams of my ailing
brother, the steamy vomit crustating on my back and my father's uncanny ability to respond
to my verbal darts with stinging backhands no matter where I cowered in the rear seat,
indelibly scarred my memory of the islands and no doubt retarded what could otherwise be
described as a healthy interest in South Pacific culture. -To this day I have an aversion to tiki- - ..:~.
torches, and chocolate covered macadalnia nuts give me hives.
Hence, the Hanalei Hotel's Islands Loµnge, the Pearl of Hotel Circle, receives low
marks. It is true that the bar's interior suecessfully captures the decor of touris~ap Hawaii
and that one cannot help but feel like Jack Lord on a stakeout. Admittedly, t e bar Has a
certain charm, in the same sense that 60's pop culture is so absurd it's actual! cool. Yet,
despite my colleague's emphatic approval of the Hotel Circle area, and the HanatJi in
particular, do not be fooled. Hotel Circle has to be the worst stretch of motorlodges this 'side i
of the Anaheim Disneyland's Miracle Mile of Mickey Mouse Motels.
.,
The Hanalei caters to miscreants and drifters, prefening to serve the seedy netherworld ofdie .· ~
San Diego tourist trade. Old Town run-0ff and Indian reservation gamblers converge here .touade ·.
t
1-5 rest stop stories, wild tales ofBigfoot sightings and other miserable yarns of American Holiday · ·:
Disaster. yearning for a taste of the fabled islands, the derelict assembly at the l:lanalei arecooaa-:· .•!
to satisfy themselves listening to Don Ho cover bands, exchanging Magnum P.L triVia&nd ~
1
$5.50 scorpion bow.is i.Jrva.i bv "' ""~'~"'«\in.-; ::_, 1;. Spvvr~.
_ _
Orice the flecung retro appeal of the bar wears otf, one reaji~:tbef)at;i)etic.s~ltl0$1Jf' - -· I
clinging to a time period that has thankfully passed. The _Hliiial'eiHc;>tel'sls_I~~/ __ ~f
, serves,as a sobering remind~r that the low r ·ints of li•Uliai:l 'clitttirc ~~ rnitt~6itefutob" - ~
. ." " " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •-• . left dead and
r:efurbished and painfUIJyttvisit:ed.
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Though Jordan Is
Gone, The NBA
Will Live On

I

BY ERIC SIEGLER

FreeAgency: "Greatest-Thing Ever to Happen to Baseball"
This letter is in response to Eric Siegler' s
article "Free Agency: Baseball's Boon or
Bane?" in the October 12 issue. I've never
felt compelled to write a letter in response
to an article before but when you attack
baseball, you're getting personal.
The title of the article suggests that we
are going to read about the pros as well as
the cons of free agency. Mr. Siegler neglects to do this, proceeding to
give us his fairy tale version of
why
free
agency
has
singlehandedly . destroyed
America's pastime. Well, I'm
here to cut through this fiction
and present the other side of the
story.
Mr. Siegler's three major effects of free agency are: greedy
players, the demi.se of team cohe;.
siveness, and loss of fan support
(due to rising costs passed on to
fans). I don't call someone who
takes the most money for his ·services greedy, I call him smart.
Just because you've played your
first few years with a team doesn't.
mean you are obligated to play
for them forever. That's like say:ing you have to work for the same
·company your whole like because
they gave you your first job. what
if you hate the people you work
with, the city the company is in,
or your current salary? According to Mr. Siegler, you should
stay with that company because
they gave you your first break and have
'invested' so much time in developing your
skills. That doesn't sound logical does it?
I don'tknow about you but I've yet to
stop rooting for my favorite team because
they lost a player or two. The beauty of free
_agency is that YOIJ can replace these players
with other free agents. . As long as free.
agency exists, there is a chance that my
team will sign a couple of players to make

us winners--we've got a chance to improve badly. With free agency they're given the
immediately instead of suffering in medi- chance to join a winning organization if
they've spent the last few years with-some
ocrity for a few years.
Free agency is the greatest thing ever loser (Can you say Cleveland?). Remem·
to happen to baseball. Free agency allows ber, it's calledfree agency.
. a thirteen year veteran like Paul Molitor,
I'll be the first to admit that baseball
who spent his first twelve years with the · has drastically changed. I'll also admit
mediocre Brewers, to finally get back to that this change is in part due to free agency.
the World Series with the Blue Jays. It But I will not agree that free agency has
brought about the demise of baseball. It is quite apparent the
thrust behind most major
changes in baseball, good or bad,
is television. As network televi. sion contracts got larger, so did
player salaries. . It seems fair to
me that if the owners are suddenly making more money, that
the player~ deserve their ,fair.
share. Mr. Siegler points out
that some smaller market teams,
such as Pittsburgh, have lost their
star players to free agency. This
is not due solely to the fat that
they were free agents but that the
team couldn't afford to pay them
their fair market value. The reason some teams, like Pittsburgh
or .S an Diego, are at a disadvantage in the free agent market is
that they receive very little money
from cable television contracts.
For example, the Minnesota
Twins receive about $5 to 7 milOistrib'u ted by Tribune Media Services
lion in cable television revenue
whereas the New York Yankees
receive over $30 million. This is
allows Andre Dawson a chance to play the prime source of the disparity between
with the Chicago Cubs when no one else large and small markets. Thus, the larger
would take a chance on him, and for him to market teams are able·to spend more on
win the league's M.V.P. award. It gives free agents, sometimes taking away from
Dave Winfield a chance to get away from . the smaller market teams in the process.
George Steinbrenner(Enough Said!). Let's
IfMr. Siegler wants to blame someone
remember, a couple of things about these or something for ruining America's pasplayers. They want to make lots of money, time, he should look no further than his
no doubt about it (then again we all do, television set.
MARK SLIPOCK
don't we?). But they also want to win

was very disheartened the other day
when, in the aftermath of Michael
Jordan's retirement,
a commentator. said
I
that this would be bad for the game for the
sole reason that there wasn't a mega star
who could draw the advertisers in and
~ faRs..to watch. Yes Michael Jordan was
big! He was the best player that I can
remember. Maybe the best ever. He single
handedly turned a mediocre team into a
playoff contender.· Then when he finally got a supporting cast of solid
players, he brought them three championships in a row. He broke many
scoring records and the things he did
with the ball were art in its highest
form. The games he played in drew
the highest ratings of any matchup
even on the road. Even non basketball
fans would smile and watch the game
when Michael was on TV.
But at what price did he achieve his
fame? Michael Jordan was the NBA's
savior. Fan interest was at a low point
when he arrived on the scene. Once he
proved what he could do, The NBA in an
-~ to draw fans allowed him to shine
for the highest bidders. He made more
money from his ad deals then from.play~
ing the game.. He was Nike. He gave a lift
to McDonalds. He started an advertising
war that brought Hakeem, David Robinson,
Isaiah Thoma8, Charles Barkley and many
. others into the advertising spotlight. Who
better to advertise shoes then people who
pound them day in and day out? The
advertisers even had enough pull to
get Michael to drape a flag· over the
Ree:
·'~ ''m~t Jhe Q.lympics beca
· ·:·with Nike's advertist
--~·(ti~··ga~e loses integrity.
Coffee Culture
album after Beneath the Rhythm and Sound. writes some gosh-darn catchy hooks.
The···gamcrhas turned into a game of
OB arrived on the scene amid the buzz
· Songs like "Peace of Mind," . "Subpower dunks fascinating to watch. De- .
(Continued
from
Page
13)
for
yet
another
Brit
invasion
·
in
1987.
lime"
and "Bliss is Unaware;' skip along
fenses seem to be a thing of the past
the
kids
at
work
(I)oug's
a
sixth-grade
Dubbed
"shoe-gazers"
for
·.their
lethargic
pleasantly;
they're fun ditties, stuff to hum
although teams that do have a strong
camp
counselor)
reenact
in
painstakstage
posture,
Smiths-influenced
bands
like.
mindlessly.
"Crash" is sweetly sad, maybe
defense still do ·well. It has turned
into a game of showmanship. A fight ing detail for me anyway; it's a matinee." . Stone Roses, the Sunday.s a.n d.Charlatans the best tune they've made. Oh, but when
-- · e next-big ad contract. Will Shaq So we got the discount tickets on campus; u~K. had headlocked college radio. Sur- Beneath is bad, it's Bad.
Schelzel quotes poetry in "Cathedral
However, short as it is, Nightmare's worth real, dreamy, mellow, shoe-gazer music
Jet' it or will it-be Alonzo?
But I stray from the issue. The the full fare. Don't wait until it's on video captured that celestial ambiance normally · Bells":· "'Charlemagne, your .swords and
· issue is that in all sportS, not just basket- when they butcher the picture to fit televi- associated with one-too-many spoonfuls of your coattails are broken,"' he falsettos.
· Nyquil. OB aped their sound, but not with Sensitivity, sentiment: ·"Ice skating at niball, advertising 'i f' taking·controt 'When sion format~'!see it on the big screen.
Ocean
Blue:
Guitar,
Three
Chords,
Truth
much conviction nor success. Their songs iy-yit~," fiom (what else?) "Ice Skating at
there once ~as only two collectOF. card
The
diminishing
craftsmanship
dis-,
·
were ' catchy, '·nowever, .k inda ilke the Night." Please.'.lt's just rock arid roll.
companies now there are atleasHive. Postin
pop
music
has·
rendered
it·
em~
.
·sniffles.
.
.
"I'm constantly avoid the 'extremes,"
played
ers, commercials and dolls all bear the
Six years 'later, Ben-eaih; _Offs third . warbles Schelzel in "The Relatives," the
likeness of our favorite players but also the blematic of our microwave days. In fact,
advertiser logo. E ven the Lakers Cheer- sloppy ineptitude has been embraced: wit:. album, findsthe group stilLtrying (with only moment that isn't coritrived ori'Beleaders dance around with Reebok em- ness grunge. Virtuosity is 011t, feeling is neither conviction nor suc~ess)' to figu(e neath. l sing along with the entire.album~
'.out that .coor wah-wah trick that Johnny though. It's a perfect addition to my guiltyblazoned on their chest. If you go to a in.
No
one's
denying
it.
"Give
me
conve~
·
Marr does on "How ·Soon is Now?" Bur pleasure collection I hide be~ind my Led
game, the arena is splattered with adnience
or
give
me
death,"
gurgled
Jello
vocalist and guitarist David Schelzel still Zep discs:
· · ··
,
vertisements. Commercial time for
Biafraofthe Dead Kennedys, a happy little . . - - - - - - - - - . . . . ;_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....;_ _ _ _ _ _..
sports events is prime dollar. As a one
time advertising student, I appreciate . outfit and one-time punk gods when there
a good ad as much as the next guy but was such thing as punk. Not ones to be ·
these stars are prostituting themselves hypocrites, the DKs promptly broke up
,..: .
at the expense of their health and abil- when signs of musical skill began to de~. ··
ity. What do they get for it? Even velop.
Pop musicians with absolutely no talmore mega bucks that they spend on
ent have become famous and rich and corn- .
-ear'~->-women, gambling and yes, many
do donate some to charities. Larry mitted to the Betty Ford Clinic then ridiJohnson, one of the new crop of stars culed for not singing on their albums.' But
in the making, just signed an $82 mil- we love those wacky, lip-syncing, big- ego
lion, - seven year contract. Shaquille having, flannel-shirt wearing, ex-Laker
·Because
O'Neil will earn more in advertising cheerleaders anyway.
Wordsworth's
got
no~ing
on
''Girl
you
dollars in two season·s than the total
know
its
true,
ooh
ooh
ooh,
I
love
you."
' '
value of LJ's contract. Whatdo you"
Not to s'ay: Mozarr good, B9n )ovi
think Shaq will do should Pepsi tell
him that playing in
bigger market bad. It's an apples and oranges co~pari.- .
than ·Orlando would bring more rev- son. Popular music ain't art, man. It'·¥ just
'"'
----~ - into his pocket. Bye Bye Or- rock and roll.
·still, Beethoven composed a sympHhny
1o, hello UL 'Dll:sir:mcdlckiad of
· ..;; that combined witb tbe greed of Ofter he wt!nt deaf and, hmmm, Skid Row
\ .
•
; ;;,:::0t.
..... , ~ --&- ......; ~!~""
-· .
81ii£E
sports anymore. I think 1 II just watch
The three chords that tne Ocean~lue
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a few college games. . At least until · do play, they play well. Which is to say,· ....Ilk' tiC'a •"'
m
fri; · •··'fi~ ··-'i•
. . . . . . . .~"~t
·;.,
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L eave it to Beavis
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Six Percent ofThe People Get N inety Percent of
the Wealth and You Aren't Part ofThe Six Percent

ity Beavis and Butthead. With all the
hysteria, one could draw the reasonable conclusion that MTV' s animated teenage miscreants have supplanted cigarettes
as the leading cause of death in America.
Not only are they being blamed for the
death of a two-year-old in Ohio, but now
BY BELINDA ETEZAD RACHMAN
they are being targeted by the U.S. Senate
k, what's wrong with this picture? Check out the tiny,jamand Attorney General Janet Reno as the
packed refrigerator that every student in school shares and
poster boys for tastelessness, violence and
insipidity in the media. Yes, the Senate then take a peek at the huge, almost empty fridge in the teacher's
actually conducts hearings for the purpose room? You don't have to toast to Fidel Castro each night at dinner
of determining that the content of televi- to get the inequity of these two pictures.Just think of the legions of
sion programming is often stupid and vio- pro-business, anti-strict liability, Pro-Posner, Republican capitalists who fill the hallowed halls of Warren Hall, who now get to see
lent. An excerpt:
"We've got this--what is it--Buffcoat what the other side of the equation looks like.
When Ralph Nader said that ten percent of Americans had 90
and Beaver or Beaver and something else
.... I haven't seen it; I don't watch it; it was percent of the assets he was talking about you brother. Why is it
at seven o'clock--Buffcoat--and they put it that 100 professors share a jumbo fridge when something like
on now at 10:30, I think." The speaker, 1,100 students have to smash our way into a medium (I'm being
U.S. Sen Ernest Hollings, D-S.C., the spon- generous) fridge?
Given the disparity in income between the average law prosor of a measure which _would prohibit the
broadcasting of violent programming dur- fessor and the average law student, wouldn't you think there are
ing hours when children would be "reason- more of us proletariats brown bagging it than the administration
ably likely" to watch. I hope that Beavis and professors. Now granted you may have ten or so office staff
and Butthead are able. to take solace in the who would try to save a buck by bringing lunch, but face it there is
knowledge that U.S. Senators won't al- no way that they are going to need anywhere near as much
refrigerator space as we do.
ways talk down to them.
What argument shall we give for preferential treatment?
For those of you out of touch, Beavis
and Butthead are two bored, screwed-up They are the professors. They went to school for years to become
teenagers who spend most of a half-hour professors. Some of the greatest educational theorists teach here.
making superficial judgments on the mer- We benefit from years of educators honing this Socratic techits of various rock videos, punctuating their nique, 2,300 to be exact. Why shouldn' t these revered people get
comments with an annoying snort that the big refrigerator?
passes for laughter. These video clips,
Maybe all those young Republican students eat at one of the
usually featuring the sophomoric fantasies · many UC food establishments that they are rich enough to patronof corporate hard rock bands, are broken ize and they don't even know there is a brown bag housing
down by B & B into two categories. Either shortage. (You know, there is no housing shortage, those people
a video is "cool," or it "sucks," (which, by that live in the street want to be homeless.) But those of us ·who
the way, is no less sophisticated than · fight for our share of 40 degree space (so we won't have to fear
"thumbs up, thumbs down").
food poisoning from the salmonella germs in the meat that falls on
Besides their insightful commentary, the filthy floor and gets sold to us since the meat industry is "selfBeavis and Butthead have a propensity for regulating") need the peace of mind of knowing we are storing our
lighting fires. They also enjoy torturing food in the FDA recommended way. ·
small animals. One episode is about a
I know we don't have to storm the administration building,
game of "frog baseball."
have a sit-in, march, rally or boycott to get a little justice around
Is Beavis and Butthead a stupid show? here. Our Dean went to school at Berkeley in the 60's. She must
Of course. It's brainless eye-candy for have been influenced by Mario Savio and the free speech movelistless channel surfers. But since when is ment, anti-war, women's movement, People's Park and other.
being stupid on TV a crime? The Beverly freedom/justice struggles. We may run the gamut of ideologies
Hillbillies wasn't stupid? Gilligan 's Island within the faculty, but we can count on the administration to come
wasn't stupid? Talking horses and cars through for us on this one.
weren't stupid? Lenny and Squiggy of
We aren' t asking for more minority representation, we don't
Laverne and Shirley weren't stupid? And want to "out" gay professors, nor are we demanding 20th Century .
if you want to get really heavy, Wayne's educational methods. All we want is a couple more refrigerators.'
Worltf wasn't stupid? Saying Not! isn't for I want open minds, compassionate comrades, enlightened, artisstupid audiences who might not get satire tic, witty friends to eat lunch with. I'll be the subversive looking
or irony without spelting it out to them? woman writing in her notebook, or posting fliers with interesting
It's just that "Beavis and Butthead" has graphics, or looking for needles in haystacks. . Oh,. and Dean
sort of institutionalized stupidity by being Strachan, I'll get back to you on the gay professors. Even I know
a stupid show that doesn't pretend to be I am fighting windmills on the educational methods issue. Preceanything more.
dent, tradition and all that.
And now the Senate is startled by the
popularity of this dumb humor? It shouldn't
be. Each generation gets more stupid. It's it, the disconsolate mother blames a steady .fire has been around as long as fire has, showdoesn'thaveahiddenagendaofmind
from watching TV. The people who grew di~t of"Beavis and Butthead" and its pyro- Beavis and Butthead get the blame. In the control and destruction, and it doesn't i ,
up watching Gilligan's Island are now in techniC protagonists. Fire's cool...heh, heh. rush to assign responsibility where it doesn't spire a legion of adolescent arsonist 8uI guess this was inevitable. No one ·belong, no one questions how TV got to be · tomata. · It's hum<>rous, and if anything,
charge of programming. They may not
even know "Beavis and Butthe.ad" is stupid. takes responsibility .for their actions any- more influential in abousehold thana par- Beavis and -Butthead should be reviewing
So what's the big deal? _One man's . more. It's always someone else's fault. ent.
MTV; s pretentious, ·bleeding-heart public
stupidity is another man's art. Unfortu- Blame it on a corporation. Blame it on the Let's face it--the American public is en- affairs programming. Indeed, they should
nately, the attacks on "Beavis and Butthead" media Blameitonsociety. Blame"Beavis thralled with things puerile, pointless, and be reviewing all the network shows, too.
seem motivated by a larger and more dis- and Butthead." MTV has taken the politi- pornographic. But instead of dealing with "Beavis and .)Jutthead" haven't hurt any·
·
turbing ~nd in society--shirking respon- cally correct response to this, inoving the .that, we point fingers .a t ·~Beavis and one. lrresp()nsibilitY has.
· show to late at night, and issuing a dis- Butthead,"
sibility.
As for the mOiher in Ohio? When I
Last month, a five year-old Ohio boy claimer that B & B's antics are "obviously
Perhaps the real buttheads are parents was a young lad, I loved to watch Wile E.
started a fire with his parent's cigarette unacceptable and not to be emulated in real who fail to supervise their kids' viewing Coyote in vicious conflict with the Road-: ·
lighter that burned down the family mobile life." This should mollify the sensitivity habits and behavior.
runner, yet I never ordered an anvil from
holl)C and killed the boy's two-year-old police, but the larger issue of finger point. Those who seek to blame television in the Acme Co. catalog so that I could drop it
sister. Rather than blaming herself for ing remains unaddressed.
general, and Beavis and Butthead in par- on' the bully down the street. I knew it was
Although childrens' fascination with ticular,, completely miss . the point. 'The a cartoon.
leaving a lighter where her son could get to .

Writs Refrigerator Draws
Wr3:th of the Big Chill Crowd's
Anatomist of Inequality
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Police Harassmeni:-After.the Pub Crawl ·

Lexis Praxis
cut me off repeatedly to share vvith ~s his
Bv APRIL SPrrniR wrm JACKIE HAMn.roN
We share the Legal Research Center's
.
A
fter enjoying a wonderful evening with view of the even~;, They went something
co0cem with the abuse of Lexis and ./"\our friends of USD Law, Jaekie, Hanna like this: "You girls, were ·walking three
Westlaw . laser printers; A few students
and I began our final trek down poorly lighted abreast in the middle of. street, when cab
print far more than is necessary, and print
5~ Avenue about 12:40am on October 15. #XXXXX had ' to swerve to avoid hitting
· documents easily found elsewhere in the
We chose to walk alongside the cars in the you," adding this talent came from his "phoLR.C: A handful of students print hug_e
road, rather than subject ourselves to the tographic memory." We of course were not
sections of Martindale-Hubbell. But we're
scary sidewalk filled with loiterers and early impressed. Though a cab did proceed down
sure a solution short of cutting off Lexis
morning weirdos. Midway down the block, a the Jane of traffic we had been walking singleiaser printing for students .(a solution defoot patrol officer called to us from the other file in, it was a two-lane, one-way street with ·
tailed by LRC Associate . Director Ruth
side of the street and asked us to ~tep onto the no other cars in sight."'"As a matter of fact, the
Levor on Page 2 of this newspaper) can be
sidewalk for a moment. Officer Zuniga of next car seen was a police car, which pulled
found.
the San Diego Police Department asked us up to.us ,and the officers began to converse
We feel several statements in Levor's
for our drivers licenses, 'which seemed odd about the stupidity of us three girls. While
- ..rucle are inaccurate or overbroad. We
attempting not to smile, Officer Zµniga beconsidering we were walking, not driving.
doubt that a majority of students using
Being the talker I am, I .asked officer gan to write on his ticket pad. I again
Lexis "will hardly notice or be affected'' by
Zuniga exactly why he wanted our licenses. mentioned the fact that this was a joke, while
·.the service cut. Ink-jet printers found in
He refrained fro~ answering and continued Hanna periodically interjected her thoughts
the Lexis lab are a poor substitute for qua).,.
to request our licenses. After asking whether on the matter. On the contrary, Jackie "reity laser printing. The ink-jet printers are
this was a joke, we submitted to his demand fused to speak to this power-tripping cop."
often light on ink and jet out paper in a
After Officer Zuniga' s hardworking poand gave him our licenses. By accident, I
slow and reverse order. ·
lice
pals
left our presence, three fellow law
handed him my USD Law l.D. alerting him
We feel Levor may have inadvertently
students,
including our own SBA President
tQ the one fact I probably wouldn't have
overstated her case when she wrote, "in
shared with him. He then said, "April, do Brad Fields, walked by and asked us what
general, students have declined to selfyou have real California identification?" I was going on. According to Brad, "immedimonitor." Some students--perhaps many ·
ately [Officer Zuniga) became very defensive
traded him my license for my 1.D.
students--have declined .or failed to selfIn the meantime, I continued to ask why and tried to chase us.outta there, basically
monitor. But only few are printing out the
we were being stopped. He finally told us telling us to getlost ·: Brad's friend then said
volumes of cases or lists of law firms.
that we were "pedestrians impedilig traffic." to the cop, ''What are you gojng to do, give us
We hope an electronic solution can be
I said, "What?" and attempted to explain the a ticket?" Zuniga immediately left us, acfound which would cut off daily printing
reason we were walking on the street was for . costed this man and threatened.to arrest him
at, say, 100 pages. Until then, we would
safety reasons. I had Jeamed in a self-de- for being drunk in public if he did not keep
prefer ~ · policing system which penalizes
fense class a few years back, that it is unsafe moving, so lie could finish up with us. ·
only the abusers. We doubt this is too
Brad and ·his friends departed under
. to walk on sidewalks at night which have
~cult, given that the evidence of abuse
inset, darkened doorways where someone these threats~ l~ving Officer Zuniga to conis, necessarily, in the LRC's possession. ·
can hide and as ·you walk by,jump out and tinue to occupy his time by bothering us.
Some suggestions:
. grab you. You then have no place to run as Upon his return, Zuniga.asked·us if the guys
•Revoke Lexis access password codes
the cars are blocking you on the other side. went to our school. After saying yes, he said
from·abuSers. A single warning for printTherefore, by walking on the passenger side that now he remembered why he hated USD,
outs over 100 pages.followed by semester:.
of the parked cars, you have plenty of room and that he went to.State (SDSU). We found
long revocation sounds fair.
to run away (rom an attacker. The cars this to be an unnecessary comment and he
•Hold over-size print-outs at the Refwindows can also be utilized as a "reflector'' didn't stop there, as he ended with "Nice
erence or Circulation Desks., 1Students
abus. · •
so one can keep a watch of what is happen- School." Whatajerk. OfficerZuniga,Hanna
ing the system can therefore be discovered ing behind you as you walk. Officer Zuniga and I ·continued to exchange . words when
when they attempt ' to recover their·print.: told us that if we dido' t feel safe downtown, Jackie just told me to simmer down since we
outs.
·
then we shouldn't come here, and 'it was a were supposed to meet our friends a few
•'-Place the Lexis and Westlaw laser
risk we took. Well, that's like saying the blocks away. Zuniga then asked us who was
printers behind the Reftrence or Circulavictim is asking for it. Great adviee, thanks driving home. We inferred from this com1
tion Desk.
ment that he believed we were too drunk to
for keeping the streets safe.
We hope the LRC will find a °'ore
Unfortunately, I did not get tO explain drive. After Jackie responded told him she
constructive solution to abusive print-out
my safety etiquette to Officer Zuniga as he was ~e driver, I of course had to inform him
practices. .·

we were not drunk; in fact, we had been
drinking·wat~r for some time.
Zuniga finally finished writing my ticket,
and said, "April, are you going to look this
up in the library tomorrow," because if you
are, I'll make sure I write down the correct
code number. I said I just might, and I did.
The section ·he cited me for was a state
vehicle code ·regarding pedestrian interfering with traffic. · However, upon examinil,1g
the actual California Vehicle Code.§ 21955,
entitled "crossing between controlled intersections," i.e. j-walking, which is not what
we are cited for~ He probably should have
kept his original citation section number
which he crossed out on the ticket. So much
for his "photographic memory."
Finally, ·Zuniga hands me ·the ticket,
(yes I was the only one who got one) and
returned om licenses to Jackie because ac-. ,
cording to Zuniga, she was the only one in
control. Hanna then asked what I was supposed to do with the ticket and he sarcastically said, "why don't you frame it." Luckily, it was just a warning. Yes, after about 25
minutes of harasstnent, we, excuse me, I
only got a warning.
Although in retrospect this may be a
funny story, npw, we did not find this the
least bit humorous at the time. Violence
against women permeates our society and
continuously keeps us on alert. For a police
officer fo malee light of the dangers we face
by not allowing us to explain our actions
regarding t,he ¢ety measures we took, shows
little respect for the reality of the hazards we
face in today's soci_ety. Police officers should
be more coneerned with the criminals who
make it unsafe for us to walk on sidewalks,
or anywhere, at anytime.
We hope this story serves as guidance
for those of you who walk downtown. It's
better to walk on the sidewalk, according
to Officer Zuniga; however, according to
us, we still think its safer to walk on the
street. Take your pick. We feel that bothering three safety conscious women doesn't
fall under any category.in the SDPD handbook and we hoi)e that the San Diego ·Po·lice Department will take a closer look at
those they employ.to "serve and protect."
.

1Bv ERIC SIBGLER

someone, he clearly has a problem judging
right from wrong and would have been set
\_,archaic notmns were bemg phased out, off anyway whether he watched that propeople let you -down. I was readi9g ,the gram Qr ..Q~t. ... Anything can trigger these
Sunday comics on Halloween when I saw an reaction~.' ·'As for children being influenced
_ad on the last page placed by the American by, violent cartoons such as Beavis and
Family Association. This direct request for ~.', Butthead, it is the' parent's fault for not takcensorship is slimly disguised as an attack · ~ng the time to teach their children to judge
on television for showing too much violence the difference between television and ·real
and sex. The ad goes on to condemn CBS life.
.
.
for doing a miniseries on the Menendez case.
I don't know about you, but I. am tired of
Itcon¢mnsEntertainmenttonightforshow- having people force others into theirown
ing a woman in leather whipping a man. It morality. It begins with religion and reaches
condemns M1jy for showing violent videos. !'°Iitics and sch.oo~s. I:'aiths are structured to
It 'Condemns Uprah, Phil, and Gerajdo for impose the moralJ!Y-Of a few people on the
m(>raJ rot It blames television tor \liolence
masses.. EVerytime I hear ~omeone say that
and crime in today's s0ciety.
, another will "burn in hell" ,or even that
In actuality, the programming on televi~ someone's conduct is wrong because they
sion is a result of society's morals, not a don'tfollowtherulesofthatparticularfaith,
cause. TelevisiQn isa fonn of entertainment. I get angry. I want to ask them what makes
J ti§.designedtoprovideviewerswithachance them so morally correct. , What gives a
to look at the absurdities of life from an preacher who sleeps with half the women in
bystander's point of view. It shows a side of his congregation the right to tell a member
lifJ that people can use to escape from the that sex outside of marriage is a sin? What
. reality of normal daily life. The escape from gives a congressman who frequents porn
reality is simply an escape and the normal, shops, does drugs, steals money or even writes
healthy individual is aware of that. None of bad checks the right to tell us· what we can
the violence on television is something that and can't view. Whites and blacks attack
doesn't occur in real life. . If no one was each other in the name that their race is the
.JDUfdered, there would be no interest in pro- ''right one" ·I have heard white people blame
gJ3lllS about those murders. If no one got the ills of America on black people. Funny
raped, viewers just wouldn't believe a story thing is though I have also~ heard blacks
about ,ape so it wouldn't sell. Television blame whites for their ills. l'have afways
1, and any other medium that presents dramawondered how one's color can cause infla. .·ti7.ed stories Is merely reacting to sOciety. Ifa tion,
sick and twisted individual watches a proWhy must people continue to try to con~
gram and then goes out and kills or rapes trol others? Most of the things c0mplained

,-
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The. Anabasis of Censorship
£.'""ens~hip. J.ust when yo~ think that such

j
!

about are things that don't affect oi: could
easily not affect the people who do the complaining. Take television for example. If
you don't like a program, don't watch it. If
you do_n't want your child to watch a program, raise him right. But don't force your
neighbors, friends, innocent bystanders ·to
not watch a program simply f?ecause it offends you. If enough people were truly offended by a program, the program wouldn't
do well ·and it would' die out. These programs are popular because people enjoy them.
They don't cause violence or promiscuity.
Rather, they are an effect of the morality of
society. A person watching a prograrp who
is completely sane and secure is not going to
get the idea from Beavis and Butthead that
burning down a house is cool. 'They aren't
going to believe that getting rape is fun
thing tO do just from watching NYPD Blue.
No. Rather, the people who would
or
bum things would do so anyway.
Understand that people who do such
things in society are 52 cards short of a full
. d«ek. Maybe they can blame their parents
for being too strict or too lenient. Maybe
they came from broken homes or were exposed to chemicals at an ~ly age. No
matter what their excuse or reason for their
behavior, we are all given the ability to think
and to judge·our actions. If a person cannot
understand thai.burning down a house ·or
murder or rape js wrong, this person should
be locked up. If these ·crimes never occurred,
there would be no interest in watching them on
1V. Unfmunately, there~ no way to find these
·p!q>le until they have committed an act .

a

rape

To paraphra~e. the ~gpsJitution, all
people are created equal an.d·ha-Xe the right
to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.
Now if all people have these rights, it stands
to reason that the infringement by others on
these rights should be limited... :p~is is ~e
reason for laws against murder.and rape. It
is also the feasoD there shou!d,be·lJO censorship.• If something bothers you, don't watch
it. Don't do it~ As a matter offact;·go as far
as directly tell the persons responsible for it
that you don't .like it However.,d9n) ,try to
make other pe0ple stop watching·9rUs~ning
or speaking just because you qon't agree.
After American Family gets done.with television,' will they stop there or will .they censor books, vide<)s, magazines, raQio, or maybe
they will come sitin our homes ancl control
our conv~rsations. . Big .Brother look out. I
cannot believe lhat in some cities classic
books such as-Catcher in the Rye and many
other contr()vedial but well-written and relatively harinless books are banned. So my
message to the American Family Association is simple. ·Shut off your television if you
don't like the programming. Teach your
children to know right from wrong alld that
televisiQn programs are just stories, make
believe. Finally; ~hatever you do, make ,sure
it doesn't effect anyone else in ane~tive
way . .In other w0rdS, siay out ofmy,life, my
home, and my mind.
. _,, · ·, · I end with a note of irony. J'he ~
freedom granted by the Constitution-is the
same freedom that allows the AF}\ to get this ·
stab at censorship published iJJ a.me(Ha:·that
may ·very
well be the next
target. ,, .·.·~
.
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.

Get Serious: Mo~ions ·Name Game Has International Ramifications ,

tivated by selfish resume-building de- tween Israel and the Palestine LiberaBY JOHN M. CALLAHAN
tion Organization was undermined by
SAN DIEGO--In a drastic and earth- sires.
Aftershocks from this political what PLO officials called the "barbarshattering move last month, the editorial staff (\f the law school publication earthquake were felt world-wide. On isms committed by the editori al staff."
MonoNs staged a coup d'etat against the state level, members of the Cali- Meanwhile, in the former Yugoslavia,
the centralized Student Bar Associa- fornia State Senate proposed a voter Serb, Croat and Bosnian forces put
In response to Christopher Scott tion Government. The bl.o odless coup in to discuss the appropri'ate U.S. re- down their arms today in an h-istoric
Trunzo' s article, "The Scourge of took place when the radical editorial sponse to the actions taken by the edi- move. ,T,h e parties agreed to set aside
Multiculturalism;'.' which appeared in the staff unilaterally and without authori- torial staff. In announcing his sup- their differences and unite against Brad
September 21 edition ofMoTioNs, we have zation changed the name of their news- port fe.r SBA President Fields, Mr. Fields and what they called "the opthe following comments. Pro Bono Legal paper from MonoNs to The USD Law Clinton analogized ·the USD situation pressive and egotistical SBA regime."
Advocates (PBLA) was formed by USP Reporter. Reaction from SBA Presi- to recent events in Russia. When Given these new developments,· the
United Nalaw students in 1991 to promote the values dent Brad Fields was
tions Secuof pro bono service: charity; service and quick and furious.
rity Council .Ji~·-~
selflessness. PBLA also works to promote Spokespersons at the
voted to rediversity in the student bar and sensitivity SBA Office stated that
move peaceto diverse viewpoints and ways of life in Fields immediately got
keeping
the community. PBLA receives funding on the red phone to the
troops from
from the James Irvine Foundation through Dean for suggestions
the region
a uni versity.-wide grant designed to pro- on how to combat the
and
send
mote cultural diversity at USD:
explosive situal.i on.
them immePBLA currently has five programs in Meanwhile, Ambassadiately to the
which over I 00 USD law students partici- dor Fellmelh, outraged
Writs .
pate. Volunteers assist victims of domestic by the use of the word
violence, AIDS patients, and disabled per- · "reporter" voiced . his
.A
world-wide
sons who have been denied supplemental concerns over the radisurvey was
security income benefits. Inaddition, vol- cal group's actions and
taken of citiunteers mediate disputes at the small claims break with tradi tion.
zens
from
court and serve as mentors for high school At the same time, Po-,
over
one
students. Finally, we are in the process of litburo
members
hu ndred .naestablishing a new program in which vol- Larissa Kehoe and
tions to deunteers can spend time with juveniles who Judy Carbone, in a
termine )n move of defiance, pubare detained at juvenile hall.
ternational
The PBLA volunteer programs are de- 1i cl y disassociated
. .
~
t!:.-, -~
opm10n m re- ·
signed lo encourage multiculturalism. Our themselves from the
gard to these
programs provide opportunities for law stu- insurgent group.
Borfr Yeltsin loin£ Lady Margaret Thatcher in S11ppott of the Motion£ Staff
startlin g
In public statedents to help others and broaden their perspectives while gaining invaluable legal ments issued last week, the radical edi- pressed on the issue, Clinton stated events. Of those surveyed, nearly one
experience. Learning about people who torial group stated their reasons for that he would not rule out the possibil- hundred percent reco·g nized the importance of t_he "name· change dispute"
differ from us is an integral part of these their drastic overthrow of the status ity of U.S. military intervention.
In
other
news,
talks
on
the
North
and the enormous effect that it will
programs . Encouraging such multi - quo: Fearing strong centralized and
culturalism and diversity in the student autocratic control by the Central SBA American Free Trade Agreement broke · have on generations to come. Still , a
body is one of our guiding principles and is Governme nt , _the group promised a down when the news of the political great majority of these same people
an objective that we continually stri ve to more professional-sounding and pro- instability in San Diego reached gov- called for an immediate end to the;
letarian name for the publication. Crit- ernment officials , in Mexico City. fighting between the SBA and the ediachieve. .
PRO BONO LEGAL ADVOCATES ,ics of the group claim that, despite Fighting resumed in the Middle East torial staff, sayipg. t!~at ..tpf :K~ty;~,tf> ....
BOARD OF DIRECTORS ideological rhetoric, the group is mo- when the newly signed agreement be- the ·Earth depend¥Q -0,nj~. stl.~ bniihd Z!~lBhq

Irvine Crystalized:.
Multiculturalism
Defended. ...Again

..,'"'"

SBA President Brad Fields Outlines Civil Procedure
In early October; the SBA passed a lowed to vote on whether they wanted the
resolution (see Brad Fields' resolution in name of the paper changed. The SBA
the second edition of the 1993-94 MOTIONS) Resolution provides for such a vote. Thus,
to detail the method by which the name of the process originally used by law school
the law school newspaper may be changed. newspaper editors took away a right that
This purpose of this letter is to let you students had in the past. · More imporknow what is currently happening regard- tantly, the first resolution regarding the
ing the renaming of the law school news- name of the law school newspaper, submitpaper and why the SBA chose to get in- .ted by the editors of the law school newspavolved in the process;'
per, would not have ensured that students
The SBA chose to get involved in the received a voice in ·the decision-making
renaming of the law school newspaper be- process. Although this resolution called
cause we were disappointed by the way it for a survey of student opinion regarding
was handled. The few editors of MOTIONS the name of the newspaper, it was exwho made this decision did not notify the - tremely vague regarding whether or not
remainder of their editors, their writers, the editorial staff would abide by the voice
the publisher oftlie paper (Dean Strachan), of the students. Unfortunately, in an SBA
their advisors (Dean Wilson and Professor meeting, the editor of the newspaper told
Schwarzschild), or 'th'e SBA. Why is this us that he might think of changing the
important? Why should the editors not be name of the paper back to MoTioNs if stuable to change the name of the paper at dent sentiment favored the name MOTIONS
will? Most importantly; why should the by a vote of 98 to 2. This answer greatly
SBA get involved in the process? There upset us. As a result, the SBA Resolution
requires that s.tudents must first vote to
are two reasons for SBA involvement:
First, as the elected representatives of change the name of the newspaper before it
USD law school ·students, we fight to en- may be changed by the editors of the paper.
sure that student rights are not infringed by We, as SBA Councilors, are elected to fight
anyone. Quite fnihkly, there are some pow- for student rights. We will continue to try
ers, such as the authority to change the to prevent anyone from infringing on the
name of the law School newspaper, which rights of students.
are too important to be decided by a few Divine Intervention
Second, the Dean all but required that
members of a student group. There are few
things at the law school which better iden- the SBA get involved in the renaming of
tify its students than the school newspaper. the law school newspaper because she would
However, the process by which the name of . have otherwise handled the problem herthe paper was originally ·changed (to the self. The Dean, acting on behalf of the
USD LAw R£foRTER)- was wholly inappro- USD Administration, is the Publisher of
priate for such ·an. !~portant decision. In the' law school newspaper. She appoints
fact, it did riot follow the history of such a faculty advisors, pays the editors of the
decision: ··111e last time that the name of paper through tuition stipends (tb~y are
the paper was changed, 'stlidents were al- not volunteers), and has the ability to uti-

1

lize a great deal of authority regarding the
nature and contents of the paper. . Generally, she chooses not to become involved
because, as she told the SBA, she views
MoT1orils as the p_aper of the law students.
Because .the SBA is the elected body of
students, she views the SBA as able to
exercise some authority over' ·the "paper.
This, by itself, would not mean a great
deal. However, the most important detail
conveyed to the SBA by the Dean was that
she might be forced by the. faculty to deal
with the renaming of the law school newspaper herself, such that the process niight
be taken out of the hands of students and
the SBA. We felt that this, while in the
Dean's power, was wholly unacceptable to
us as elected members of the student body.
We wanted to keep the decision within the
hands of the students, the SBA, and of
course, the MOTIONS staff. The SBA resolution allows for such involvement.
Force Majeure
Individually, either of these reasons
for SBA involvement has merit. Collectively, they appeared overwhelming. ~1-·
though I cannot ·speak regarding ,the individual voting choices made by SBA Councilors, the SBA passed the resolution by a
vote of 26 to 4. Those voting on this issue
included both elected representatives to the
SBA and representatives from .student organizations, who also serve as SBA Councilors and voting members. I hope that this
·1etter assures all law students that the SBA
will continue to S\alld up to any students,
faculty, or admin1strators who attempt to
restrict the rights of law students.
We must now work with the specifics
required by the SBA resolution. It calls fqr
two open forums, one scheduled at a time

convenient to evening students, regarding
the issue of the name of the law school
paper. These forums occurred on November I. Also, the name of the paper will -~~ -~
now be decided by a vote of the entire
student body. Drop off your suggestions (if
you care for a name different from MoTIONS) in the·SBA Suggestion'1Box in the
Writs until November 10. On Tuesday and
Wednesday of the following week (voting
times TBA), November 16 and 17, we will
vote pn the name change. The vote ~11
take place as follows: students will be asked
if they wish to keep the name MOTIONS to
change it to a ne~.!1ame. If the majority of
the students vote to keep the name MoTIONS, then the name will remain MOTIONS.
If the majority of the studen~ vote to change
the name, then the MOTIONS Editorial Staff
will be allowed to choose from the ten
highest vote totals, of students voti ng to
change the name, in addition to considering the name MoT10Ns, giving special r~c- ·
ognition to the name that received the highest number of votes. The Editorial Staff ~; ·-~
mu;t submit their chosen name to the SBA
for approval before the end of the Fall,
1993 semester.
Your Mandatory Student Fees at Work
I hope this clears up misconceptions
regarding the renaming of the law school
newspaper.. If you h,!lVe any questions regarding this or any issue, please don't hesitate to talk to me or any other SBA Councilor. You can·drop by to talk to an Executive Board Member any day of the week.
Check for our office hours on our door in
thC Writs. , You can also call our office or -·c. ·.
leave a mesSa:ge at 2<i0-4600 ext. 4346.
'
BRAD FIELDS . -!-'.
SBA PRESIDENT
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ti FACT:
-~c,.

ti FACT:
a/ FACT:
....--....

II' FACT:

The oveiwhelming majority Of students
taking the California Bar Exam last year
were enrolled in BAR/BRI.
The Pass Rate on the California Bar Exam
plummeted to 44% last year!
The reason for the dramatic drop in the
California Pass Rate was primarily ·due
.to low MBE scores!
The Mean Raw Score on the 1992
Multistate-Bar Exam was only
124 correct.*
*Statistics based on February, 1993
California Bar Exam.
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